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abandonment
action by client; taxation, 621(5)
appeal, 524, 525, A.CPD.E8
claim after payment in by defendant,
167(2)
judgment when condition not
complied with, 328
See also discontinuance of action
abridging or enlarging time
affidavit, filing and service, 314.1(2)
consent, 549
delay in prosecution of action,
244.4(g)
discovery, streamlined procedure,
662(4)
discovery of records, 187, 188.1
divorce, appeal from order, 577.3(b)
factums, delivery of, 539(1)
family law, notice to disclose, FN2.2
missed deadlines, 670
parole eligibility application, QB
criminal rules (tab), Rule 1–3,
Rule 13(a)
stay of judgment, 341(1)
summary conviction appeals,
860.8(1)
taxation, 628(f)
when unavailable
admissions, reply to notice, 230(2)
admissions, written opinion,
230.1(4)
delay in prosecution, 243(3)
judicial review, setting aside
decision or act, 753.11(2)
new judgment, motion for, 331(2)
persons not to be called, notice re,
296.1(6)
reciprocal enforcement of UK
judgments, setting aside,
736.7(2)
statement of claim renewal, 11
winding up, 811
absconding debtor
See debtor, absconding
absent persons
compromise for, 53
court officers, 713–714
criminal appeals, 840(6)
defendant at trial, 245
estates and trusts, 50–51

plaintiff at trial, 246
access to children
See children, access; divorce;
Family Law Act matters;
parenting experts, independent
access to information, restriction of
civil, CN12
application to seal or unseal file,
CN12.9
compliance before hearing,
CN12.7
directions for service, CN12.5
failure to comply, CN12.8
filing of notice, CN12.3,
CN12.Form A
interested parties, defined,
CN12.2, CN12.6
judge to hear, CN12.4
notice to the media, CN12.3
time for application, CN12.3
access to information, restriction of,
CN12
accident
See error/mistake/slip; medical
examination
accounts
affidavit, 421
allowances, 423
amounts owing, 422–423
delay, 419
directions, 420
errors, 422
liquidators, 771
litigants', 176
or inquiries, 418
procedure, 421
receivers, 464
See also administration proceedings;
taxation; winding up
actions
defined, 5(1)(a)
abatement of, 55
accounts (See accounts)
class actions (See class action)
consolidation of, 229
contempt, effect of, 704
defamation, 254
delay in prosecution (See delay in
prosecution of action)
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discontinuance (See discontinuance
of action)
dismissal
at close of plaintiff's argument,
260
for want of prosecution, 244
divorce (See divorce)
foreclosure (See foreclosure)
irregularities (See irregularity)
joinder of causes (See joinder of
parties and causes of action)
judicial review (See judicial review)
matrimonial causes (See
matrimonial causes)
non-suit, 260
small claims (See streamlined
procedure)
streamlined procedure (See
streamlined procedure)
See also joinder of parties and
causes of action; pleadings
acts
See statutes
adding parties, 38
after change of interest or liability,
56(1)
defendant, 38(6)
amendment of statement of claim,
39(1)
filing defence, 39(2)
disability, 56(4)
estates, transfer of, 54
ex parte application, 56(1)
guardians, 56(4)
persons of unsound mind, 56(4)
plaintiff, 38(2), 38(4)
See also joinder of parties and
causes of action
address
contingency fee agreements, 616
contributories in winding-up, 779(2)
debtor's, garnishee to provide, 474
demands of notice, 90
divorce
defendant, 568
dependent children, 574.1
foreclosure, 685
partners', 80(3)
reciprocal enforcement of
judgments, 734

solicitors, change or withdrawal,
554(5)
taxation, 643.1
winding-up
claimants, 775
contributories, 801
creditors, 801
liquidators, 764
See also residence, residency
address for service, 24
defined, 5(1)(b)
affidavit of records, 188(1)(b)
appeals, 507
defendant's, 90
document exchange, 26
electronic documents, CN14.5
endorsement, name of firm, 8
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 353, 360, 372
civil enforcement agency, 354
interpleader, 443
failure to give, 91
false, 91, 273
fictitious, 91, 273
foreclosure, 685–686
not provided, 91, 273
office closed or service frustrated,
28
pleadings, required in, 5.12(e), 88
solicitors, change of, 554
solicitors, withdrawal of, 555
trustee's, 177
adjournment
appeal, 504, 522
by referee, 424
chambers, 709
Court sitting, 709
criminal appeals, A.CPD.E4(b)
criminal sentence appeals,
A.CPD.I.11
divorce, 566, 567(1)(a)
examination of witness, 284
family law, special chambers,
FN3.B.6–7, FN3.B.12
for further consideration, 256
for notice, 388
from chambers to Court, 707
from Court to chambers, 707
from trial list, 242
minutes, hearing to settle, 320
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of special chambers application,
CN6.9, CN6.10
on failure to prove fact or document,
249(b)
pre-trial conference, CN3.4(a)
procedural or custody appeals,
A.CPD.J.9
summary trial, 158.4(1)(a.1)
to special chambers or trial list,
CN6.4
trial, 251
winding up, 776, 811
winding-up call, 787
ad litem guardian
See guardian, ad litem
administration of estates
by order, 44–45
interest in an action, 50–51
real estate, sales of, 494.1–498
service ex juris, 30(d)
service outside Alberta, 30(d)
administration proceedings, 411–417
defined, 411
accounting, 414(a), 415(5)
orders, 414
parties, 415
procedure, 415
questions to be determined, 413
relief available, 412
sale, 416–417
sale, conduct of, 416
trusts, execution, 411
administrative law
See judicial review
administrator
ad litem, 50–51
for litigation, appointed by Court,
50–51
joinder of causes of action, 35, 43
order for administration, 44–45
relief against, 414
solicitor acting as, 622–623
admissions
documents, and judgment, 162
exhibit book, CN3.Form A
family law pre-trial conference,
FN5.A.7
pre-trial conference, CN3.Form A
exhibit book, electronic

best use of technology,
CN14.2.5.4
default standards, CN14.4,
CN14.7.4–5
default standards, checklist,
CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
format compatibility, CN14.7.1.3
in electronic trials, CN14.2.8.3
facts, CN4.A.5 (See also evidence)
Certificate of Readiness, CN4
Sched. A
costs where not admitted, 128
denial presumed in pleadings, 100
judgment and, 162
pre-trial conference, family law,
FN5
in affidavit of records, 192
judgment on, 162
of service, 25
records, production not an
admission, 198
silence not admission in pleadings,
119
written opinion, 230.1(1)
See also electronic material
guidelines
Adobe Acrobat electronic format,
A.CPD.B4
adult interdependent partner
proceeding
service outside Alberta, 30(n)
adult interdependent partner
support
See Family Law Act matters
Adult Interdependent Relationships
Act, 586.3(1)(c)
advertisement
winding up
call
notice of, 783
order for, 786
for debts and claims, 772
liquidator, 763
of order, 758
provisional liquidator, 761
See also publication
affidavits
accounts, 421
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affirmations or oaths, 299, 302–303,
309
agents, 305
alterations, 308
blind deponent, 302
chambers, 309, 313
corporation; knowledge of deponent,
305(2)
cross-examination, 196(3), 261(2),
314, 664
delay in prosecution, 244.3
divorce, 569
estates of infants, 582
examination on, 314, 664
conduct money, 314(4)
exhibits, 311–312, 699
facts, 305(1)
family law
inflammatory material in,
FN3.B.4
morning chambers, FN3.A.3
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
special chambers, FN3.B.4
special chambers, filing,
FN3.B.8–9
special chambers, filing late,
FN3.B.11
filing and serving, 310, 314.1
foreclosure, value, 687
formal contents, 298, 304, 306
hearsay (information and belief),
305
illiterate deponent, 302
interlocutory, 305(3)
interpreter, use of, 303
irregularities, 306
irrelevance, striking out, 307
judgment, signing, 324
jurat, 299–301, 303, 308
jury trial, application for, CN2.2
knowledge, 305
money in Court, 177
more than one deponent, 301
numbering of pages, 311(4)
oaths or affirmations, 299, 302–303,
309
of records (See discovery of records)
of service; exhibits, 22(1)
of value, foreclosure, 687

on belief, interlocutory only, 305(3)
oppressive, striking out, 307
originating notice, matter
commenced by, 261(3)
personal knowledge, 305(1)
petition, 261(3), 310
proof by, 261(2)
protection order, 578.1
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act, 732
reciprocal enforcement of United
Kingdom judgments, 736.4
restraining orders, FN4.1
scandalous, striking out, 307
served with motion, 310
service by registered mail, 22
streamlined procedure, 664
affidavit of records, 661
evidence, 664
further affidavit, 663
objected to, 664(5)
striking out matters within, 307
style of cause, 298
summary trial; further affidavit,
158.1(4)(c)
sworn before action, 298(2)
time to file and serve, 314.1
trial, use in, 664
Trustee Act, 177
use in any proceedings, 313
See also electronic material
guidelines
agents
affidavits, 305
contingency fee agreement, 616
garnishee, 475
judgment creditor's, 734
money paid into bank; signature,
265
or defendants, restraining order,
FN4
replevin, 428
representation by, 5.4, 5.12(b), 88,
90
security for costs, 594
service ex juris, 30
service on, 15, 20
proof upon agent, 25
subsequent documents, 26
telecopier, 16.1
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service outside Alberta, 30
taxation, 650
transfer agents, 382
agreement for sale
See foreclosure
agreements
Alberta jurisdiction, 30(f)(iv)
costs between parties, 611
delay in prosecution of action, 243.1
denial of, in pleadings, 123
divorce, corollary relief, 568(5)
evidence, 261
court expert, 218(2)
expert, 218.9, CN3.4.4(e)
summary trial, 158.6(1)
family law
adjournment, chambers
application, FN3.B.12
parenting after separation, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5.C
pre-trial conference judge,
FN5.B.3–4
judicial centre, 6.1(3)(c)
official court reporter, 212(1)
service, 21
solicitor-and-client fees
Alberta jurisdiction, 643.1
contingent fee, 615–621
death of solicitor, 621
solicitor unable to act, 621
taxation, 621, 646
streamlined procedure, 659(1)(c)
telecopier, use of, 729.3(2)
trial procedure, jury trial, CN2.C(iv)
See also admissions; compromise;
consent; electronic material
guidelines; settlement
Alberta College of Social Workers,
FN7.4
Alberta Shorthand Reporters
Regulation, 859(4)
alimony
service outside Alberta, 30(p)
See also divorce; maintenance
alternate dispute resolution
See Court Annexed Mediation Pilot
Project; Dispute Resolution
Officer (DRO) Project
(Calgary)
amendment

appeal, 518
defence to third party notice, 130(5)
irregularities, 558–559
issues of law or fact, 132, 135
of Rules of Court, 964
originating notice, 129(3)
petition, 129(3)
pleadings
adding defendant, 39(1)
at trial, 139
by consent, 135
by Court, 133
class action, 41.3
clerk's certificate, 719
costs, 140
disallowing, 131
endorsement, 137
facts, 110(2)
leave
delivery, 138
time allowed after order, 134
method of writing, 136
of defect or error, 133
record of, 140
time for delivery, 138
with leave, 132
defect or error, 133
time allowed after order, 134
without leave, 130
add, remove or substitute party,
130(1.1)
before close of pleadings, 130
consent, 131
costs for party removal,
130(1.2)
disallowing, 131
writ of enforcement, 658
amounts in pleadings, 105
answer
civil contempt, 703(c)
debtor, 377
examination for discovery,
211(3), 213(2)
jury's, conflicting or incomplete
pleadings, 259
time for, 86, 549
witness
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admissibility, 284(2)
objections, 284
refusing, 272
written interrogatories in
streamlined procedure,
158.5(1)(b)
appeals
compromise during, 518.1
costs between parties, 608
divorce, 577.3
examination for discovery, 210, 213
from taxation
amendment of writ of
enforcement, 658
evidence, 656
powers of Court, 657
procedure, 655
time limit, 655
judicial review, 741, 753.17
master in chambers, 499–500
referee, 499–500
small claims, CN4.9
streamlined procedure, 671
summary conviction (See summary
conviction appeals)
writ of enforcement, amendment,
658
See also Court of Appeal
appeal records, 530–530.6, A.CPD.B,
appeal digest, 530.3
contents, 530.3
filing and service, 530.5
in filed record, 530(1)
appeal number on, 529.1
ban on publication form,
530.3(b)(vii)
certificates
clerk, 530.3(b)(v), Form N
lawyer, 530.3(b)(v), A.CPD.Form
M
no oral record, Schedule A, Forms
T–U, 530.1(6)(a),
530.3(b)(ix)
preparer, 530.3(b)(iv),
A.CPD.Form K
tribunal's records custodian,
530.3(b)(vi)
contents of filed record, 530(1)
costs, 537.1(5), 537.3, A.CPD.E7

electronic appeals, A.CPD.B4,
A.CPD.K
exhibits, 537.2(2), 699, A.CPD.C.3
extracts of key evidence, 537.1–
537.3
appendices, 537.2(3)–(4)
contents, 537.1(1)–(3)
costs, 537.1(5), 537.3
excluded matters, 537.2(1)(f)
filing, 537.1(4)
filing and service, 530.5, 537.1(4)
format, 537.2
in filed record, 530(1)
joint extracts, 537.1(3)
filing, 530(2), 530.5(4)
final documents, 530(1)(a), 530.3(b)
format, 530(1), 530.4, A.CPD.B1–2
nonconforming records, 530.6, 537
notice of appeal, 530.3(b)(iii)
paper format, 530.4, A.CPD.B5
pleadings, 530(1)(a), 530.3(a)
procedural or custody appeal books
sentence appeal records (See
sentence appeal record)
supplements, 530(1)(d)
table of contents, A.CPD.Forms C,
D, E
transcripts, 530.1–2, 530.5
as contents of filed record, 530(1)
certificate of no oral record,
Schedule A, Forms T–U,
530.1(6), 530.3(b)(ix)
copies, 530.5(2)
electronic copies, 530.2(2),
A.CPD.B4, A.CPD.K
filing and service, 530.5, 537.1(4)
filing of, 530.5(2)
filing of orders for, 530.1(3)–(4)
format, 530.2, A.CPD.B1
generally, 530.1
oral evidence, 530.2
oral testimony transcripts, 530.4–
530.5, A.CPD.Form C,
A.CPD.Form D
orders for, 530.1(1)
when required, 530.1(1)
applications and motions
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affidavits, on belief, interlocutory
only, 305
by telephone, 385.1, 385.2
clear days, 386
evidence required, 267–268
ex parte
leave to serve notice of motion
judgment in emergency, 161(1)
on defendant, 392(1)
order, 387
failure to appear, 389
for dismissal of action, 260
for judgment, 336–337
for use of electronic material
guidelines, CN14.2.7
in chambers, 385
injunction, 392
judge not available, 391
judgment without motion, 256
notice
adjournment for, 388
lack of, 389
multi-party actions, 387.1
order need not be entered, 393
setting aside, 389–390
irregularities, promptness
required, 559
streamlined procedure, 669–670
costs, 670
missed deadlines, 670
unnecessary motions, 670
See also electronic material
guidelines; leave; notice of
motion
Arbitration Act, 410
ASCII
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
assessment
after noting in default, 152(b)
after solicitor's breach of
undertaking, 16(2)
continuing damages, 250
default judgment, 436
non-performance of agreement,
148(3)
of health (See medical examination)
of interest indebtedness, 148(1)
summary judgment, 159(6.1)
attachment

Main Index

civil contempt, no order, 701
garnishee, 470(1), 472(1)(a)
See also debtor, absconding
Attorney General
defined, 5(2)
divorce
Proctor receives directions from,
567, 567.1
provisional order, 576
fees payable for copies of evidence,
726
includes Minister of Justice, 5(2)
judicial review
right to be heard, 753.1
service, 739, 753.09
payment out from Court, designated
persons, 178
procedure book authorized by,
5(1)(n)
attorneys
service upon, 15, 28, 353
See also solicitors
audience before the Court, 5.2–5.4
audio-visual recording
as evidence, 261.1
electronic trial, CN14.Appendix 4
examination recorded, 280.1
of restraining order application,
FN4.2
See also electronic material
guidelines
authority
distributing
identification of debtor, 360(6)
service by telecopier, 353(6)
judge's note as, 393
mental disorder, examination of
person, 704.1
next friend, 62
payment into Court, 176(2)
payment out from Court,
178(d)(iii)(A)
sale of property, 381(1)
solicitor's declared on demand
pre-trial conference, CN3.6
special application, 394(a)
bail (judicial interim release)
form of order, CrN2
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review of detention (under s.525),
CPN.C.1
review of detention re spousal
assaults, CPN.C.2
summary conviction appeals, 860.7
bail pending appeal, 860A–860B,
A.CPD.E3, A.CPD.Form A
appeal book to be ordered,
A.CPD.E3(c)
appearance if new trial ordered,
A.CPD.G6–7
conditions, A.CPD.E3(f),
A.CPD.E3(j)
failure to appear, 840(6)
revocation of, A.CPD.E3(d)
strict compliance with rules,
A.CPD.E3(d)
summary conviction appeals, 860.7,
A.CPD.F.9(d)
warrant if striking of appeal,
A.CPD.I.15
bank
certificate of officer, 265
contributory's deposit, 788
exchange rate, 736.6(3)
liquidator's account, 767(c)
money invested, 183
money paid into Court deposited,
175(2)
bankruptcy
Commercial Practice Committee,
CN.10/10/09, CN.12/14/04
scheduling of applications, CPN.B.1
bankruptcy trustee, and claim in
other capacity, 33
barristers and solicitors
See solicitors
beneficiaries
administration proceeding, 415
estate entitled to fund in Court, 185
inquiry, 332
intestacy, 413
judgment against, 45
originating notice, 413
bill of costs
consented to, 629.1
details required, 645
fees and disbursements separate,
633
proof of service, 650

signed by solicitor, 644
totals required, 633
See also taxation
bills of exchange
examination for discovery, 202
pleadings, 124
blind person, affidavit, 302
bond
action on, 148(3)
receiver, 463
replevin, 432–433
amount of, 435(a)
civil enforcement agency
requiring, 432
Court requiring, 430(a)
return statement, 435
sureties, 435
witnesses, 435(a)
security for costs, 597, 599
See also security
book of authorities (for appeal),
A.CPD.D
appeal number on, 529.1
duplication avoided, A.CPD.D5
electronic database citations,
A.CPD.D1
electronic version, A.CPD.K
factums, A.CPD.D4
index, A.CPD.D7
joint book preferred, A.CPD.D1
legibility, A.CPD.D4
marking up, A.CPD.D4
page numbering, A.CPD.D7
pages cited, A.CPD.D4
party filing, A.CPD.D6
procedural or custody appeals,
A.CPD.J.8
sentence appeal record, A.CPD.D,
A.CPD.I.6
filing; copies, A.CPD.I.6(i),
A.CPD.I.8–9
format, A.CPD.I.6
generally, A.CPD.D
joint books, A.CPD.I.6(b)
separate books, A.CPD.I.6(c)
separately bound, A.CPD.D3
time to file, A.CPD.D8–D9
which authorities to include,
A.CPD.D2
books
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claims on, 775
clerk in chamber's, 721
clerk's procedure, 719, 721
defendant in default, 142
fiats, 338(1)
noting; filing and issuing, 8(3)
satisfaction of judgment, 333(1)
third party in default, 72(1)
clerk's procedure, defined, 5(1)(n)
contributory's address in, 801
creditor's address in, 801
examination for discover, 205, 208
exhibit (See exhibits)
liquidator's, 770, 805
process issuer's, 720
summary judgment, production
before, 159(3)
taxation, production for, 628(b)
witness's, 728
See also discovery of records
breach
conditional judgment or order, 328
contract, 30
promise for marriage, CN2.16,
CN2.Sched.A.
restraining order, FN4
trust, 115, 415(3)
See also civil contempt; noncompliance
Butterworths case databases,
CN.2/01/02
Calgary Courts
adjournments, CN.01/01/08
arraignments, CPN.C.3
conditional certificate of readiness,
CPN.A.3
court house file room (mould),
CPN.E.3
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A
jury selection, CPN.C.4
uncontested divorce procedures pilot
project, CPN.D.9
Canada Law Book case databases,
CN.2/01/02
capacity of litigant, 5.12(b)
See also person of unsound mind
Carriage by Air Act (Canada), 30(o)
case databases, electronic,
CN.2/01/02

case management, CN1.1–58
definitions
case management judge, CN1.1(a)
case timetable, CN1.1(b)
Chief Justice, CN1.1(c)
efficient resolution of the action,
CN1.1(d)
open chambers, CN1.1(e)
trial coordinator, CN1.1(f)
very long trial actions, CN1.1(g)
alternative dispute resolution,
CN1.13
application
by judge on own initiative, CN1.3
by Notice of Motion or letter,
CN1.4
denial of, CN1.5
for appointment of judge, CN1.2
for trial by jury, CN1.20, CN1.31
for variation of order, CN1.6,
CN1.15
parties to initiate, CN1.5
case timetable, CN1.14(b)
Chief Justice
definition of, CN1.1(c)
powers, CN1.3–5, CN1.20
conditional certificate of readiness,
CN1.32
conferences, CN1.21–32
by telephone or video-conference,
CN1.29
chambers, CN1.28
convening of, CN1.21–22
filing and service of letter,
CN1.26
first conference, time for, CN1.23
notice of request for, CN1.24–25
records of, CN1.30
costs, CN1.55–56
discovery, CN1.14(c)
emergency matters, CN1.16(b)
interlocutory motions
determination of, CN1.16
directions to facilitate, CN1.14(c)
hearing date, CN1.17–19
in case conferences, CN1.27
judge, case management, CN1.12–
20
amendment to orders, CN1.15
as trial judge, CN1.34
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chambers, CN1.28
not compellable, CN1.38
powers of, CN1.12–32, CN1.14
variation of orders, CN1.6
judge, trial
case management judge as,
CN1.34
communication with, CN1.36
powers of, CN1.22, CN1.39
pre-trial conference report for,
CN1.33
pre-trial conference, CN1.31
records, CN1.30, CN1.36–1.37
sanctions, CN1.55–56
sexual abuse allegations, FN8.7–8
streamlined procedure, 668
time
computation of, CN1.52–53
enlargement or abridgement,
CN1.54
first conference, CN1.23
hearing dates, CN1.18
transition
coming into force, CN1.57–58
trial
entry for trial, CN1.32, CN1.51
trial coordinator
hearing dates, CN1.17, CN1.19
very long trial actions, CN1.40–51
application of, CN1.40
duration conference, CN1.41,
CN1.46–51, Forms A–C
duration report, CN1.50–1, Form
C
entry for trial, CN1.51
scheduling conference, CN1.41–
45
case management officer
direction for production of court file,
513
fiat from
for appeal record, 530.6
for sentence appeal factum,
A.CPD.I.4(h)
for sentence appeal record,
A.CPD.I.4(j)
cause of action
and place of trial, 237
defendant no interest in a, 47
discontinuance, 225

misjoinder or nonjoinder not
defeating, 38(1)
pleadings disclosing no, 129
pre-trial judge not seized, 219(4)
service out of Alberta, 30(a)
survival of, 54–55
withdrawal, 225
See also joinder of parties and
causes of action
CCH Canadian case databases,
CN.2/01/02
ceasing to act, 555
certificate of readiness, 236
conditional, CN1.32, CN4.10
conditional (Calgary), CPN.A.3
filing, CN4.2
form, CN4.1
jury trial, CN2.6
See also entry for trial
certificates
amendment of pleadings, 719
appeal records
clerk, Schedule A, Form N,
530.3(b)(v)
lawyer, 530.3(b)(v), A.CPD.Form
M
no oral record, Schedule A, Forms
T–U, 530.1(6)(a),
530.3(b)(ix)
preparer, 530.3(b)(iv),
A.CPD.Form K
tribunal's records custodian,
530.3(b)(vi)
deposit, 183
divorce, 571
enforcement creditor, 477
garnishee, 474
General Registry, 692
judgment signed pursuant to, 325
judicial review, return of judgment,
753.13
Legal Aid, 586.1
marriage, 569, CPN.D.1
money in Court, 178
noting in default, 719
payment in, 433, 691
referee, 499–500
service abroad, 31.1
taxation, 589
disbursements, 631, 642
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taxing officer, 636
title, 410(c)
winding-up
dissolution, 804
list of contributories, 781
Workers Compensation, 472
certiorari
appeal, 828–829
civil matters, 738 (See also judicial
review)
civil rules and, 825
Crown's application to quash, 833
endorsement, notice of motion,
831(1)
limitation period, 830
notice of motion, 827
order, not writ, 826
Queen's Bench or Appeal, 826
record, 831(2)
return of record, 832
chambers
adjournment, 709
adjournment (Calgary),
CN.01/01/08
affidavits, 309, 313
appeal from master or referee, 499–
500
appeal from taxation, 655
case management, CN1.1(e),
CN1.28
clerk, duties, 719(i), 721
conference telephone, application
by, 385.1, CN5.B
application for permission,
385.1(3)
attendance, when required,
385.1(7)
clerk, coordination and
participation, 385.1(9)
consent, 385.1(2)
costs, 385.1(10)
discretion of Court, 385.1(11),
385.2
filing and issuing material,
385.1(8)
location of participants, 385.1(5)
order deemed made at QB
location, 385.1(6)
personal attendance, when
required, 385.1(7)

Main Index

requirements, 385.1(2), 385.1(11),
385.2
Court of Appeal
appeal from judge, 505(1)
appeal from master, 505(2)
applications to intervene,
A.CPD.F2(d)
general appeal list, 515.1
leave to appeal summary
conviction, A.CPD.F.9
notice of motion, A.CPD.F.2
orders, 516
restore matter to civil list, 516
divorce without appearance,
transferred to, 568(6)–(7)
evidence, 266
ex parte applications (See ex parte
applications)
family law
CSR project (Edmonton), FN9.B
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A
morning and special chambers,
FN3
matters other than trial, 385
new judgment when unsatisfied, 331
signing judgments and orders, 321
telephone application completed in,
385.1(7)
times and places, 706
transfer to and from Court, 707
winding-up applications, 790, 794,
801, 806
See also applications and motions;
family law
change of solicitor
See solicitors
change of venue, 12
charging order, 625
cheques
actions on, 124
as tender on judicial sale, 179
Child, Youth and Family
Enhancement Act,
586.3(1)(b)(ii), FN7.5, FN9
children
abduction; attendance at parenting
after separation seminar,
FN1.3
access
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8
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appeals, A.CPD.Form N (See also
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
application to vary, rescind or
suspend order, 574.1(2)(d)
children's services intervention,
FN10
independent parenting experts,
FN7
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
assessment by independent
parenting experts, FN7
children's rights appeals (See
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
custody
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8
appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
children's services intervention,
FN10
contested applications, FN3.B
independent parenting experts,
FN7
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
varying
affidavit, 574.1(2)(d)
order, 575
intervention by independent
parenting experts, FN7
kidnapping; attendance at parenting
after separation seminar,
FN1.3
maintenance
affidavit, 582(2)
appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
appeals list, speaking to,
A.CPD.A7
appeals pilot project,
A.NP.05/13/09
CSR project (Edmonton),
CPN.D.4, FN9.B

Maintenance Enforcement Act,
476(7)
notice to disclose, FN2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Maintenance Orders Act,
telephone application under,
385.1(12)
service outside Alberta, 30(p)
support
child support guideline summary,
CPN.D.5
CSR project (Edmonton),
CPN.D.4, FN9.B
divorce affidavit, 569(h)
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A
notice to disclose, FN2
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
See also divorce; Family Law Act
matters; family law; infants;
minors
children's services intervention,
FN10
child support, See Family Law Act
matters
Child Support Resolution (CSR)
Project (Edmonton), CPN.D.4,
FN9.B
application, FN9.B.6, FN9.B.8
Chambers requirement, FN9.B.6
Child, Youth and Family
Enhancement Act, not to
apply, FN9
consent orders, FN9.B.10–11
Divorce Act, not to apply, FN9
duties of CSR officer, FN9.B.6,
FN9.B.9–11
exemption by fiat, FN9.B.6
financial disclosure, FN9.B.8–9
location, FN9.B.7
notice to attend CSR meeting,
FN9.B.8
representation, FN9.B.8–9
residency outside Edmonton,
FN9.B.9
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self-representation requirement,
FN9.B.8
service of notice, FN9.B.8
choses in action
assignor a party for discovery of
records, 189.1
examination for discovery, 202
civil contempt
defined, 703
attachment or committal, no, 701
breach of restraining order, CN3.10
civil enforcement agency, 365, 377
corporation, 366
costs, 704(2)
debtors, 377
declaration of, 702
examination for discovery, 703(b)–
(c)
injunction, 367
mandamus or mandatory order, 367
mental disorder and, 704.1
notice to attend, 703(b)
of witness, 703(c)
order of Court, 703(a)
production of documents or records,
703(b)
protection orders, 703(2)–(3)
punishment, 704
solicitor
failing to declare whether started
action, 557
failure to return excess costs, 658
neglecting to notify client, 197
not filing statement of defence or
demand of notice, 703(e)
notifying client of application,
702(3)
undertaking, 703(e)
specific performance, 367
undertaking and, 703(d)
Civil Enforcement Act, 340, 340.1,
341, 353–356, 359, 368, 380–
382, 383.1, 385.1, 442, 443, 458,
470(2), 474–476, 478, 479, 481,
494.1
See also enforcement of judgments
and orders
Civil Enforcement Agency
address for service, 354
civil contempt, 365, 377

fees, 587–589
interpleader
different courts, 456
expeditious sale, 460
notice by agency, 458
response of, 443
response of agency, 443
security interest, 459
several claims, 455
third party claims, 457
payment into Court, 432(1)(a)
service of documents, 354
taxation of fees, 589
telecopier, service by, 354(1)(c)
claim, statement of
See statement of claim
class, 344
absent persons, 52–53
composition, 413(b)
compromise for, 53
protection of property, 41
representative for, 51
class action, 41.1–41.6
amendment of pleadings, 41.3
case management, CPN.A.5
discovery of class and subclass
members, 41.4
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 344
national database of class
proceedings, CN13
procedures, 41.6
security for costs, 593(1)(h)
streamlined procedure inapplicable,
41.5
style of cause, 41.2
See also joinder of parties and
causes of action
Class Proceedings Act, 41.1–41.2,
CPN.A.5
clear days, 546(2)
clerical error
See error/mistake/slip
clerk of court
defined, 5(1)(c)
absence of, 713
appointment of substitute, 714
as referee, 403
clerk in chambers; duties, 721
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disclosure of memorandum of
agreement, 617
discovery; powers, 203(4)
duties, 718–719
family law dispute resolution
CSR project (Edmonton),
FN9.B.8
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A.2
jury expenses; deposit, 241
payment out; certificate, 179
procedure book, 719, 721
defendant in default, 142
fiats, 338(1)
noting; filing and issuing, 8(3)
satisfaction of judgment, 333(1)
third party in default, 72(1)
procedure book, defined, 5(1)(n)
seal, 718
taxing officer, defined, 5(1)(s.1)
See also officers and offices
client
address, last known, 555(2)
ceasing to act for, 555
civil contempt, 702(3)
conduct money, 204(7)
examination for discovery, 204(7)
family law
dispute resolution CSR project
(Edmonton), FN9.B
dispute resolution DRO project
(Calgary), FN9.A
pre-trial conference attending,
FN5.B.2
solicitor neglecting to notify, 197
withdrawal of solicitor, 555
See also lawyer and client charges
closed hearings
See hearings, closed
College of Alberta Psychologists,
FN7.4
commencing proceedings, 6
concurrent documents, 10
divorce, 563
endorsements, 8
issued by clerk, 7
originating notice, 6(2), 410
personal service, 14
petition, 6(3)
statement of claim, 6(1)
transfer of proceedings, 12

Main Index

where to commence, 6.1, 237
See also joinder of parties and
causes of action; pleadings
Commercial Practice Committee,
CN.10/10/09, CN.12/14/04
commission, judicial review of,
753.01
See also judicial review
commission evidence, 270
conduct money, 286
copies, use of, 278
costs, 283
examination for discovery, 200(1.2),
200(5)
form of commission, 291
notice to party, 273
opening at or before trial, 289
order or request for, 270, 282(3),
290
report of examiner, 270
return of commission, 282
rules sent to examiner, 288
shorthand, use of, 279–280
video recording, use of, 280.1
witness
interpreter, aid of, 277
objections to questions, 284
refusing to attend, 272
to sign deposition, 281
writing, reduced to, 275
written interrogatories, 276
committee
appointment of, 56(4)
consent to mode of evidence or to
procedure, 65
judgment payments, 344
solicitor acting as, 622–623
communications
best use of technology, CN14.2.5.2
See also electronic material
guidelines; telecopier;
telephone
compromise
estate or trust, 53, 414(d)
when parties not joined, 53
winding up, 791–792
See also admissions; agreements;
settlement
compromise using court process,
165–173
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acceptance acts as stay, 172
costs, 174
Court not to be advised, 173
defence of tender makes
compromise unavailable, 165
defendant
offer of judgment, 169
payment into Court, 166
during appeals, 518.1
no prejudice, 171
plaintiff
acceptance, 167–168
settlement offer, 170
computer viruses
electronic material guidelines,
CN14.5.5
malicious code, glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
concurrent documents, 10
validity of copies, 794.4
conditions precedent, 108
conduct money
defined, 5(1)(d)
costs between parties, 612
evidence taken out of Court, 286
examination for discovery, 204
record in possession of third party,
209(2)
terms imposed by Court,
216.1(2)(g)
examination on affidavit, 313(5),
314(4)
summary trial, directions to expedite
proceedings, 158.6(2)(g)
witnesses, 292–295
conference telephone, application
by, 385.1, CN5.B
application for permission,
385.1(3)–(4)
attendance, when required, 385.1(7)
clerk, coordination and
participation, 385.1(9)
consent required, 385.1(2)
costs, 385.1(10)
discretion of Court, 385.1(11), 385.2
filing and issuing material, 385.1(8)
location of participants, 385.1(5)

order deemed made at QB location,
385.1(6)
personal attendance, when required,
385.1(7)
requirements, 385.1(2), 385.1(11),
385.2
consent
abridging or enlarging time, 549
appeal, A.CPD.I.11
appeal and, 505(3)
appeal from, 505(3)
appeal judgment, 529
applications, CN5.A
conference telephone application,
385.1(2)
default judgment, larger sum, 436
divorce without appearance, 568
enforcement of judgments and
orders, alternative service, 355
exhibits, delivery of, 699(2)
family law dispute resolution
CSR project (Edmonton), FN9.B
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A
guardians ad litem, 65
infant over, 583
judgment, 329
next friend
accepting role, 62
mode of evidence, 65
procedures, 65
of committee, to mode of evidence
or procedure, 65
official referee appointment, 403(d)
order, 329, 390(2)
payment out, 599
pleadings
adding plaintiff or next friend,
38(4)
amending, 135
pre-trial conferences, experts
conferring, CN3.4(e)
satisfaction of judgment, 333
setting aside orders, 390
streamlined procedure
admission of affidavit or crossexamination objected to,
664(5)
examination for discovery,
limitation on, 662(4)
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summary trials, judge presiding at
full trial, 158.7
taxation
after settlement, 611
lawyer consenting to bill, 629.1
telephone, application by, 385.1(2)
time, abridging or enlarging, 549
to damages, 436
to medical examination, 217(6)
See also agreements; settlement
consolidation of actions, 229
construction of instrument, 51(1)(c),
410(e)
contact orders, See Family Law Act
matters
contempt of court
See civil contempt
contingent fee agreements, 615
defined, 5(1)(d.1)
confidentiality, 617
contents of, 616
costs, 616
death of solicitor, 621
filing, 617
review by clerk or judge, 619
service of, 616(4)
taxation, 619
death of solicitor, 621
inspection by taxing officer only,
617
non-complying agreement, 618
termination of, 616(5)
void provisions, 620
witness required, 616(3)
writing required, 616
contract
breach of, 30
claims over $10,000, CN2.Sched.A
denial of, 123
joint and several liability, 48
jury trial, CN2.Sched.A
liquidated demand, 5(1)(i)
mandamus, 367(1)(a)
money demands, 125
service outside Alberta, 30(b),
30(f)–(g)
specific performance, 367(1)(a)
surety may be party to action, 49
contribution or indemnity, 77
contributories, winding up, 779–781

Contributory Negligence Act, 77
controverted elections, 813–815
corporation
affidavit, 305(2)
affidavit of records, 187.1, 661(5)
as enforcement debtor
disobedience by, 366
examination, 372(1)(e), 373,
375(2)
possession of exigible property,
375(2)
service upon, 353(2)(c)
writ of sequestration, 366
civil contempt, 366
examination for discovery, 200.1,
200(1), 214
chose in action or bill of
exchange, 202
streamlined procedure, 662(2)
use at trial, 214
family law, notice to disclose, FN2
incorporation, implied in pleading,
122
pre-trial conference, representative
at, CN3.4(c)
selection of representative, 200.1
service on, 15, 353, 756
streamlined procedure; discovery,
662(2)
writ of sequestration, 366
corrections
clerical and other errors, 339
taxation, calculation of, 696(3)
See also error/mistake/slip
Corrections Act, 704.1(i)(b)(ii)
costs
administration proceedings, 415(2),
417(2)
admissions ought to have been
made, 128
affidavits, extending time to file and
serve, 314.1(2)
amendment, 964
appeal records, 537.1(5), 537.3
case management delays, CN1.55–
56
civil contempt, 704(2)
civil enforcement agency fees, 587–
589
commencing an action, 6.1(5)
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commission evidence, 283
computer generated document,
5.11(4)
contingency fee agreement,
616(2)(f)
controverted elections, 814
Court Annexed Mediation Pilot
Project, CN11.15
deceased plaintiff, 57(2)
delay in prosecution of action, 244.4
discontinuance, 225–227
discovery of records, 190.1, 190(1),
192(5)
denial of authenticity, 192(5)–(6)
use of omitted document, 197(2)
divorce, security for costs, 577.2
electronic material guidelines
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
evidence taken out of Court, 283
examination for discovery, 216.1(2)
more than one employee, 200(3)
objections, 213(1)
record in possession of third party,
209(3)
ex parte applications, 607
expert evidence, objection to,
218.15
expert witness
attendance for cross-examination,
218.11(3)
called in rebuttal, 218.91
examination, 218.8(3)
objection to report, 218.15
refusal to accept expert, 218.7
unnecessary experts, 218.5
family law
chambers, morning, FN3.A.3
chambers, special, FN3.B.4
fees (See fees)
inquiries and accounts, 419
interpleader, 446
judgments and orders, enforcement
of, 378
disobedience, 367
return of removed goods, 363
jury trials, CN2.9(a)(ix)
Local Authorities Election Act, 814
matrimonial actions, 578(4)
medical examination, 217(3)
0.0.18

new judgment, application for,
331(4)
non-compliance with rules, 599.1
notice to admit, 230
offer of settlement, compromise or
judgment (See compromise
using Court process)
omission to prove fact or document,
249
on appeal, 505(4), 518(f), 524, 527
discontinuance, 525(1)
orders, 518(f)
security for, 524(1)
summary conviction appeals,
A.CPD.E7
taxation, 527
party-and-party, 600–612
definitions, 600
award, factors and orders, 601
barrister and solicitor may be
liable, 602
conduct money, 612
damages, amount to be stated, 606
infant, 603
interlocutory proceedings, 607
on appeal, 608
person of unsound mind, 603
Schedule C, 601, 601.1, 605
set-off, 604
solicitor may be liable, 602
solicitor's lien for costs, 604
where settlement, 611
pleadings, 110
amendment, 130(1.2), 131, 133,
141
facts not admitted, 128
new defence, 110(3)
pre-trial conference, CN3.9
replevin, 433(1), 436
security for costs (See security for
costs)
solicitor and client (See lawyer and
client charges)
special application, 395(7)
special chambers applications,
CN6.A.6(b)
stop order, 494(2)
streamlined procedure, 670
telephone application, 385.1(10)
very long trials, 218.5
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winding-up, 777
attendance, 799
class representative, 800(3)
order for call, 784, 787(2), 789
proof of claim, 778
writ, amount owing, 348
See also bill of costs; taxation
counselling
as intervention by parenting experts,
FN7.21
counterclaim, 77, 79
defined, 5(1)(f)
against non-party, 94
against whom, 93(1)
contents, 88–89
continuing after stay, etc., of
plaintiff's action, 96
cross-action, same effect as, 93(3)
defence to, 93(5)
delay in prosecution, 244.2
endorsements, 88–89
execution of judgment, 151, 155
formal requirements, 88–89
joined with statement of defence,
93(4)
judgment for balance, 97
or set-off, 93(2)
procedure, 79
severing, 95
summary judgment, 164
trial may be separate, 95
without defence, 98
Court
defined, 5(1)(e)
adjourning trial, 251
inspection of property, 253
referee reporting to, 426
sittings
absence of judge, 708
adjournment, 709
chambers, 706
time and place, 705
transfer between chambers and
Court, 707
vacation, hearings in, 710
Court Annexed Mediation Pilot
Project, CN11
admissibility in proceedings,
CN11.13
applicability of, CN11.1

attendance at mediation, CN11.8
Case Management Orders not
affected, CN11.11
certificate of readiness, CN11.3
confidentiality, CN11.12
costs, CN11.15
exemption from, conditions for,
CN11.10
information exchange, CN11.6
mediator selection, CN11.4–11.5
not a stay of proceedings, CN11.11
objections, CN11.9
proceedings, time limits, CN11.7
service of request to mediate,
CN11.2
court documents
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
court expert, 218
See also experts
Court of Appeal
abandonment
appeal not restored; deemed
abandoned, 530.5(4)–(5)
delay, criminal matter, A.CPD.E8
discontinuance, 525
leave to appeal; deemed
abandoned, A.CPD.F.8
security for costs, failure to give,
524(2)
adjournment, 504, 522
adjournment by consent,
A.CPD.I.11
advance notice of judgment,
A.NP.08/28/03
appeal records (See appeal records)
appeal records for sentences (See
sentence appeal record)
book of authorities (See book of
authorities (for appeal))
chambers
appeal from judge in, 505(1)
appeal from master in, 505(2)
filing and service of application,
536
general appeal list, 515.1
leave to appeal summary
conviction, A.CPD.F.9
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notice of motion, A.CPD.F.2
orders, 516
restore matter to civil list, 516
civil appeals
definitions, 501
abandoning appeal, 524, 525
address for service, 507
adjournment, 504, 522, A.CPD.J.9
amendments
notice of appeal, 512
proceedings, 518
appeal, when available, 505
appeal hearing list, 515.1
chamber orders
in Appeal Court, 516
not limiting court, 523
Chief Justice, 503
child access or custody (See
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
civil appeals list, speaking to,
A.CPD.A7
consent
and appeal, 505(3)
judgment, 529
costs, A.CPD.H
motions, A.CPD.F
motions court, A.CPD.F.1
Notice to the Respondent
required, A.CPD.F.3(b)
supporting documentation,
A.CPD.F.3(c)
notice of appeal, A.CPD.Form N
procedural or custody appeals
(See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
with oral argument, A.CPD.F.3
without oral argument, A.CPD.F.5
costs
civil appeals, A.CPD.H
discontinuance, 525(1)
orders, 518(f)
security for, 524(1)
summary conviction appeals,
A.CPD.E7
taxation, 527
counsel
bail order for client, A.CPD.E3
change of, 507
0.0.20

cost of transporting prisoner,
A.CPD.E4(b)
dates for sentence appeals,
A.CPD.A5(g)
procedural or custody appeals,
A.CPD.J.11
sentence appeals, 851–852
court file, production of, 513
criminal appeals (See criminal
appeals)
criminal sentence appeals (See
criminal sentence appeals)
custody appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
discontinue, appellant may, 524–525
emergency directions, A.CPD.M
alternate electronic hearings,
A.CPD.M5
coming into effect, A.CPD.M2
definitions, A.CPD.M1
powers of designate of Chief
Justice, A.CPD.M3
suspension of Court operations,
A.CPD.M4
suspension of time limits,
A.CPD.M4
termination of emergency
directions, A.CPD.M6
entry of judgment, 528
evidence, 518(a)
evidence, new
notice of motion to present, 516.2
ex parte applications and, 505(5)
factums, 529.1 (See also factums,
Court of Appeal)
filing and service
appeal records, 530.5
motions, 536, A.CPD.F
notice of appeal, 506, 510
notice of motion to present new
evidence, 516.2
place of entry
filing in Queen's Bench,
514(3)–(5)
filing of documents, 514(2)
production of court file, 513
general appeal list, 515.1
general appeal list, restoration to,
516, A.CPD.F10
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hearing lists, A.CPD.A6
inferences, 518(c)
interest, 520
interlocutory orders, 516, 523
irregularity, 537
judicial dispute resolution
guidelines, A.CPD.L
leave to appeal
child custody or access,
A.CPD.J.3
forms, A.CPD.Form N
procedural or custody appeal,
A.CPD.J.3
requirement for, 505(3)–(4),
505(6)
limitation period, 506
maintenance appeal list, speaking to,
A.CPD.A7
maintenance appeals pilot project,
A.NP.05/13/09
master in chambers, limitations on
appeal from, 505
new trial, 518(d), 519
non-compliance, 537
notice of appeal
amendment, 512
contents, 511, A.CPD.Form N
cross appeal, 509
cross appeals in procedural or
custody appeals,
A.CPD.J.13
filing, 506
service, 510
time before hearing, 516.1,
A.CPD.F.2
oral argument
dispensing with, 539(2),
A.CPD.F.5
estimates, A.CPD.F.3(a),
A.CPD.F.4(c)
time limits, A.CPD.A9,
A.CPD.F.5–6
permission for non-compliance, 537
personal notification subscription
service, A.NP.4/26/04
powers of Court, 518
precedent, A.CPD.A3, A.CPD.A4
previously-decided cases,
A.CPD.A3

procedural or custody appeals (See
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
reconsideration of earlier cases,
A.CPD.A3
registrar (See Registrar of Court of
Appeal)
release of judgments, A.CPD.G
restoration of appeal, 516,
A.CPD.F10
security for costs, 524
senior judge, 503
sitting dates, 502, 504
small claims, 505(4)
solicitor's appointment, 507
stay of enforcement, 508(3)
style of cause, A.CPD.A2
Supreme Court of Canada, 528(1),
533
taxation, 527
views, 518
Court Ordered Restrictions on
Publication, 530.3(vii),
A.CPD.I.4(h)(ii)(5)
Court reporters
duties, 724–725
fees, 726–727
official court reporter, defined,
5(1)(i.1)(i–ii), 859(4)
powers, 728
transcript as evidence, 729
See also officers and offices
creditor
defined, 470(1)(b)
instructing creditor, 442(b)
judgment creditor, 340(b)
replying creditor, 360(1)(a)
requesting creditor, 360(1)(b)
agents of, 734
certificates, in enforcement, 477
garnishee (See garnishment)
winding up (See winding up)
See also enforcement of judgments
and orders
criminal appeals
definitions, 839
abandonment, 840(6.1), A.CPD.E8,
A.CPD.I.17
adjournment, A.CPD.E4(b)
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appeal record for sentence appeals
(See sentence appeal record)
application of rules, 840(1)
civil rules and, 840(3)
clerical errors, 840(8)(ii)
combined summary and sentence
appeals, A.CPD.E5
conditional sentences, A.CPD.I.25
continuance, 840(6.2)
costs for summary conviction
appeals, A.CPD.E7
counsel representing prisoners,
A.CPD.E2
deemed abandoned after four
months, A.CPD.E8
delayed prosecution, A.CPD.E8
deposition as proof, 859(3)
dissenting judgments, A.CPD.E1
documents and exhibits, 856, 858
factums
deemed abandonment, 840(6.1),
A.CPD.E8
electronic version, A.CPD.K
filing and service, 855
provisional discouraged, 840(6.1)
supplementary; leave required,
840(6.1)
time to file and serve, 840(6.1)
failure to appear, 840(6)
formal judgment, 840(8)(i)
further evidence, 840(7)
judicial interim release, A.CPD.E3,
A.CPD Form A
failure to appear, 840(6)
reporting to Registry, A.CPD.I.19
sentence appeals, A.CPD.I.15
leave to appeal, 849–850
motions, A.CPD.F
applications for leave to appeal,
deemed abandoned,
A.CPD.F.8
contents of memoranda,
A.CPD.F.4
late filings, A.CPD.F.7
notice of motion before a justice,
A.CPD.F.2
notice of motion before a panel,
A.CPD.F1
notices of motion, A.CPD.F.3
scheduling, A.CPD.F.6

summary conviction appeal,
A.CPD.F.9
without oral argument, A.CPD.F.5
no cross-appeal, 840(3)
notice of appeal, 841
contents of notice, 845
filing and service, 844
forms, 845
hearing, time and place of, 847–
848
registrar forwarding, 844
summary conviction appeal, 842
time for appeal, 843
oral argument time limits,
A.CPD.A9
prisoners
presence of, 840(6), A.CPD.E4,
A.CPD.I.18
presence of, by telephone or
video-conference,
A.NP.5/13/09
represented by counsel,
A.CPD.E2
registrar, duty to inform, A.CPD.E2
release from custody pending
appeal, 860A–D
release of judgments, A.CPD.G
report of trial judge, 857
restitution of property, 860
rules coming in to force, 860E
sitting schedule, A.CPD.I.21
speaking to list, A.CPD.E9,
A.NP.05/13/09
time abridged or enlarged, 840(5)
time limits on oral argument,
A.CPD.A9
transcript as proof, 859
criminal matters
arraignments (Calgary), CPN.C.3
arraignments (Edmonton), CPN.C.5
challenge for cause, jury, CrN5
notice, CrN5.1–2
pre-trial conference, CrN5.3
judicial interim release (bail)
bail applications re spousal
assaults, CPN.C.2
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form of order, CrN2
review of detention (under s.525),
CPN.C.1
summary conviction appeal, 860.7
parole eligibility, QB criminal rules
(tab)
application, Rule 1–3
Chief Justice, materials to, Rule
4(1)
dismissal, Rule 4(2)
evidence
adducing, Rule 6–7
admissibility, Rule 9
affidavit, cross-examination,
Rule 4(8)(b)
affidavit, proof by, Rule 4(8)(b)
outline before hearing, Rule
4(8)(a)
transcript of trial and
sentencing, Rule 8
hearing
attendance of applicant, Rule
4(8)(c)
disclosure of documents, Rule
4(7)
jury, addressing, Rule 11–12
jury, empanelling, Rule 4(6),
Rule 5
judicial screening, Rule 4(3)–(6)
orders, Rule 13
rejection, Rule 10
publication bans, CrN4
application of ban, CrN4.1
application procedures, CrN4.2–4
application to seal or set aside
sealing order, CrN4.7
definition of "interested parties,"
CrN4.2
directions for service, CrN4.5
setting down for trial, CrN1
summary conviction appeals, 860.1–
860.9
definitions, 860.1
bail (judicial interim release),
860.7
hearing
court file obtained, 860.4(2)
notice, 860.4(2)
scheduling, 860.4(1)
leave to appeal, A.CPD.F.9

limitation period, 860.3(1)
location of appeal, 860.2(1)–(2)
memorandums filed and served,
860.6
notice of appeal
contents, 860.2(3)
endorsements, 860.2(4)
service, 860.3(2)–(3)
signed, dated and filed, 860.2(1)
orders, 860.9(2)
abridgment or enlargement of
time, 860.8(1)
filing or service of documents,
860.8(1)
notice of application, 860.8(2)
re non-compliance, 860.9(1)
powers of Court, 860.9(2)
service of documents, 860.8(3)
transcript
appellant to obtain, 860.5(1)–
(2)
contents, 860.5(3)
sentence only, 860.5(4)
writs as orders, 826
appeal, 828–829
certiorari
endorsement, notice of motion,
831(1)
limitation period, 830
record, 831(2)
return of record, 832
civil rules apply, 825
coming into force, 838
Crown's application to quash, ex
parte, 833
habeas corpus, 837
mandamus
affidavit required, 834
immunity, acting on order of
Court, 835
performance, 836
notice of motion, 826
Queen's Bench or Appeal, 826
service
interested persons, 827(1)–(2),
827(4)
quashing; notice and parties,
827(3), 833
criminal sentence appeals, 853,
A.CPD.E6, A.CPD.I
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adjournment by consent,
A.CPD.I.11
appeal record (See sentence appeal
record)
appellant's right to attend,
A.CPD.I.18
applications for exceptions,
A.CPD.I.24
applications vary sentences, 853,
A.CPD.I.20
application to vary conditional
sentence, A.CPD.I.25
combined summary and sentence
appeals, A.CPD.E6(d)
filing with Registrar
appellant's factum and authorities,
A.CPD.I.8
book of authorities, A.CPD.I.6(i)
calendar, sample, A.CPD.Form H
electronic copies, A.CPD.I.4(i)
late filing; legal aid appointment
delay, A.CPD.I.10
late filing of respondent's factum
and authorities, A.CPD.I.9
respondent's factum and
authorities, A.CPD.I.9
sentence factum, A.CPD.I.5(g)
fixed hearing list, A.CPD.I.2
adjournment by consent,
A.CPD.I.11
attendance of counsel,
A.CPD.I.14
matters moved to list,
A.CPD.I.2(a), A.CPD.I.8–9
matters not moved to list,
A.CPD.I.2(b)
posting of list, A.CPD.I.12
pre-booking, A.CPD.I.13
generally, 853
general sentence appeal list
deemed abandoned after not
restored, A.CPD.I.17
placement on list, A.CPD.I.1
restoration after appeal struck,
A.CPD.I.16
striking an appeal, A.CPD.I.15
unrepresented party, A.CPD.I.3
judicial interim release
appeal struck; warrant issued,
A.CPD.I.15

reporting to Registry, A.CPD.I.19
legal aid appointment delay,
A.CPD.I.10
nonconforming sentence factums,
A.CPD.I.5(h)
notice of appeal, 853
precedent and, A.CPD.A4
questionnaire, A.CPD Form B,
A.CPD.I.5(a), A.CPD.I.7
split sentence appeals, A.CPD.I.23
time
calculations, A.CPD.I.22
calendar, sample, A.CPD.Form H
legal aid appointment delay,
A.CPD.I.10
sitting schedule, A.CPD.I.21
unrepresented party, A.CPD.I.3
vary conditional sentence,
A.CPD.I.25
vary sentence, A.CPD.I.20
with counsel, 851
without counsel, 852
cross-action
See counterclaim
cross border actions
use of electronic material guidelines,
CN14.2.3.5
See also electronic material
guidelines
cross-examination
on affidavit, 314 (See also witness)
court expert, 218(6)
delay in prosecution, 244.5
deponent on affidavit, 261(2),
314, 664
disallowance of questions, 255
discovery of records, 196(3)
expert witness, 218.11(1)
streamlined procedure, 664
Crown practice in civil matters
appeal, 740–741
general rules of practice apply, 737
orders, not writs, 738
service upon affected parties, 739
CSR
See Child Support Resolution (CSR)
Project (Edmonton)
CSV (comma separated values)
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
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custody
civil contempt (See civil contempt)
of children (See children, custody)
of documents or records (See
discovery of records; winding
up)
of prisoners, 296 (See also habeas
corpus)
of property, 467, 470
damages
amount to be stated, 606
assessment, time of, 250
continuing; assessment, 250
defamation; mitigation, 254
defendant in default, 156
delay in prosecution, 244.4(b)
judgment against some defendants,
154
jury trials, pre-trial conference,
CN2.C.9(vi)
liquidated demand, 5(1)(i), 148
particulars, 116
personal injury; examination, 217
pre-trial conferences, CN3.2(e)
replevin, 433, 436
service outside Alberta, 30
set-off, 604
solicitor's undertaking, failure of,
16(2)
streamlined procedure, 659(1)(a)
data
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
database of class proceedings, CN13
databases
database field guidelines, guidelines,
CN14.Appendix 3
default standards, CN14.4
default standards, checklist,
CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines

databases, electronic case,
CN.2/01/02, CPN.E.2
defined, CPN.E.2.5
date
documents commencing
proceedings, 8(1)
in pleadings, 105
judgment or order
effective, 322
to show, 317
Rules in force, 2
days
See time
death
judge's, 391
liquidator's, 769
no personal representative, 50
party's, continuance of action, 54–57
solicitor's, 544(4)
before retainer performed, 621(1)
contingent fee agreement, 612(2)
de bene esse, 297
debt
claim for, 148
judgment unsatisfied, 331
mere denial insufficient, 124–125
particulars, 116
See also enforcement of judgments
and orders; garnishment;
winding up
debtor
defined, 340(c), 470(1)(c)
absconding
attachment order, 470(1)(a)(ii)
garnishee summons, 472(1)(a)(ii)
pre-judgment claimant, 470(1)(e)
pre-judgment garnishment, 478
alternate service, 355
examination of, 460.1
fraudulent conveyance or
preference, 359
identification of, 360
name on writ, 351
new judgment when unsatisfied, 331
property
sale of, 381
third party claims, 457
writ of delivery, 364
See also enforcement of judgments
and orders; garnishment;
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reciprocal enforcement of
judgments
deceased
See death
deceased person
intestate entitled to fund, 185
plaintiff, 57
representative for action, 50–51
See also administration of estates;
administration proceedings;
death
declaration
civil contempt, 702
construction of instrument or statute,
410(e)
fictitious address, ex party
application, 91
judicial review, 753.04(1)(b),
753.05
land
beneficial interest, 410(c)(i)
priority between charges on,
410(c)(ii)
restraining order, 440.1(2), FN4.1
with affirmation, 274
with debtor's financial report, 370(1)
decree, 5(1)(j)
defamation
evidence re plaintiff's character, 254
jury trial, CN2.16
plea under s. 5 of Defamation Act,
173
Defamation Act, 173
default
appeal, 671(1)(b)–(c)
assessment of damages, 16(2)
by claimant, 447
clerk of court; documents, 712(2),
719(b)
divorce, noting in, 568(1.1)(a)
examination after, 203(1)
foreclosure, 685(1), 686(6)–(7)
judgment, 16(2), 142
leave, after substitutional service,
23
leave, third party, 73
setting aside, 31.1, 158
noting in, 16(2)
nullity of marriage, 578(3)
of payment, 265

replevin, 436
service outside Alberta, 31.1
solicitor's failure to defend or
appear, 16(2)
solicitor's undertaking, 16(1)
substitutional service, 23(4)
third party, noting in, 72
willful, 115, 415(3)
See also delay in prosecution of
action
default, procedure on
affidavit of service, 145
counterclaims, 151, 155
damages, claim for, 156
debt, claim for, 148
defence struck out, 147
defendant, no further notice to,
144
defendants not served, 153–154
demand of notice, 146
final judgment, 142
infant, 143
judgment in excess of claim, 157
liquidated demand, 148
noting in default, 142, 150, 152
person of unsound mind, 143
praecipe, 150
proof of service, 145
recovery of goods or land, 149
setting aside judgment, 157–158
taxation of costs, 156
third party, 72–74
default judgment, 142, 152
minors, 143
opening up, 158
service on defendant, 145
default standard
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
defence
adding parties, 39(2)
by non-party; style of cause, 38(6)
costs
after confession to defence, 110
new defence, 110(3)
counterclaim
joined with statement of defence,
93(4)
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without defence, 98
counterclaim joined with, 93(4)
counterclaim without, 98
divorce, 565, 565.1
facts new, 110(3)
joinder of issue upon, 102
new; costs, 110(3)
of denial, 123
of tender before action, 92, 173 (See
also compromise using court
process; pleadings)
compromise unavailable, 165
knowledge of Court, 173
promissory note, 124
reply to defence to counterclaim
defined, 5(1)(p)
solicitor not filing, contempt, 703(e)
statement of, defined, 5(1)(s)
stay of plaintiff's action, 98
striking out, 147
on application, 225(4)
time for delivery, 85
to counterclaim, 5(1)(g), 93(5)
to third party notice, 71
amending without leave, 130(5)
time for, 71(1), 85(2)
withdrawal, 225(4)
defendant
absent at trial, 245
claims against co-defendants, 77
counterclaims by, 77
death, 54–56
failure to comply, 703
firm, 80
infant, 17–18, 59
partners, 80
person of unsound mind, 19, 60(b)
See also pleadings; statement of
defence
definitions
action, 5(1)(a)
address for service, 5(1)(b)
administration proceedings, 411
appeal, 501(a)
assessments by parenting experts,
FN7.27
Attorney General, 5(2)
bi-lateral custody assessment by
parenting experts, FN7.42
0.0.27

case management judge, 5(1)(b.1),
CN1.1(a)
case timetable, CN1.1(b)
Chambers Clerk, CN6.A.1(a),
FN3.B.1
Chief Justice, CN1.1(c)
civil contempt, 703
claimant, 442(a)
clear days, 546(2)
clerk, 5(1)(c)
closed, 28(1)(a)
computer generated document,
5.11(1)
conduct money, 5(1)(d)
contingent fee agreement, 5(1)(d.1),
615
costs between parties, 600
counterclaim, 5(1)(f)
Court, 5(1)(e), 501(b)
creditor, 470(b)
instructing, 442(b)
judgment, 340(a)
replying, 360(1)(a)
requesting, 360(1)(b)
debtor
garnishment, 470
judgment, 340(c)
defence to counterclaim, 5(1)(g)
disposal, 380
distance from judicial centre, 5.01
divorce, 561.1
divorce, terms, 561.1
document, 353(1), 586.2(1)(a),
586.3(1)(a)
document exchange, 26(2)
double registered mail, 5(1)(g.1)
efficient resolution of action,
CN1.1(d)
expiry date, 470(d)
family law action, 586.3(1)(b)
foreclosure, 683
garnishment, 470
health care professional, 217(11)
interpleader, 442
interpleader claimant, 442
interventions by parenting experts,
FN7.19
joinder of issue, 5(1)(h)
judge, 323.1(1), 501(c)
judgment, 340(a)
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judicial centre, 5(1)(h.1)
liquidated demand, 5(1)(i)
mail, 28(1)(b)
matrimonial property proceeding,
561.1(c.1)
month, 544
mortgaged property, 683(b)
office, 385.1(1)
office hours, 28(1)(d)
office or place, 28(1)(c)
open chambers, CN1.1(e)
order, 5(1)(j)
order nisi, 684(d)
originating notice, 5(1)(k)
parent, FN7.42
parenting experts, FN7.42
participant, 385.1(1)
party, 41.4(3), 187(3), 586.2(1)(b)
party-and-party costs, 600
peace officer, 586.05(1)
person, 753.01
petition, 5(1)(l)
pleadings, 5(1)(m)
pre-judgment claimant, 470(e)
procedure book, 5(1)(n)
property, 442(c)
Queen's Bench location, 385.1(1)
reciprocal enforcement of United
Kingdom judgments, 736.1
record, 186
registered mail, 5(1)(n.1)
related writ, 340(d), 442(d)
relationship of interdependence,
586.3(1)(c)
relevant, 186.1
reply, 5(1)(o)
reply to the defence to counterclaim,
5(1)(p)
residence, 385.1(1)
restraining order, 440.1, 586.2(1)(c)
Rules, 5(1)(q)
sale, 380
special chambers applications,
CN6.1(b)
statement of claim, 5(1)(r)
statement of claim, divorce, 561.1
statement of defence, 5(1)(s)
taxation between lawyer and client,
643
taxation of accounts, 643

taxing officer, 5(1)(s.1), 600
telecopier, 5(1)(t)
time, 544–550
trial, CN3.13
trial coordinator, CN1.1(f)
variation order, divorce, 561.1
very long trial action, 5(1)(u),
CN1.1(g)
writ, 5(1)(v)
writ of delivery, 364
writ of enforcement, 352, 356
written demand, 360(1)(c)
delay
accounts, 419
avoiding for compromise, 53
examination for discovery,
216.1(1)(b)
ex parte application, justifying,
387(1)
inquiries, 419
joinder of defendants, 46
replevin bond, 433(1)
striking out and, 129(1)(c)
taxation, for set-off of costs, 641
delay in prosecution of action, 243–
244.5
abridging or enlarging time, 243(3),
244.4(g)
admissions, 244.4(d)
affidavits, 244.3
agreement re application of part,
243.1
application to Court, 244
costs, 244.4
counterclaim, 244.2
Court, power of, 244.4
cross action, counterclaim or set-off,
244.2
cross-examination, 244.5
damages, 244.4(b)
five or more years, 244.1
third party, 243.1
timing, proposal re., 243.2
delivery, writ of, 5(1)(v), 364
demand
for particulars, 117
liquidated, 148
partners' names, 80(3)
records, inspection of, 191
demand of notice
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consent judgment, 148
divorce, 565
desk divorce, 568
service, 565.1
entitled to notice, 146
failure to file, 16(1), 703(e)
final judgment, 142
foreclosure, 686(2)
identification of defendant on, 90
liquidated demand, 148
no notice without, 144
note in default, 142
not filed, 142
solicitors undertaking, 16(1), 703(e)
third party, 72
time for delivery, 85(1)
denial
authenticity of document or record;
costs, 192(5)–(6)
bills of exchange, 124
cheques, 124
condition precedent, 108
contract, 123
costs and, 601(1)(f)
deemed in pleadings, 100
divorce
collusion, 569(f)
grounds, 569(g)
reconciliation, 569(j)
evasive, must not be, 126
facts, different version required, 121
garnishee, 476(3)(b)(i)
money demands, 125
notice to admit facts, 230(3)
partnership, 81(1)
promissory notes, 124
written opinion, 230.1(3)
dependent adult; suing and
defending, 61
Dependent Adults Act, 60–61
directions
accounts or inquiries, 82(7), 418–
421
action not properly commenced,
6.1(5)
after issues, accounts, etc., 335
after judgment, 330
case management, 219.1
commission evidence, 288
court expert, 218(7)

delay in prosecution of action, 243–
244, 244.4
divorce, proctor, 567.1
examination for discovery, 203(4)
examination of multiple parties,
662(3)
experts, 218.4(3)
failure to comply, 367
goods, disposition, 363(5)
interpleader, 446(1)(f)
issues, 222–223, 335
judgment in emergency, 161
judicial review, 753.06(1),
757.16(3)
liquidator, 759(3)
misjoinder of causes of action, 37
multi-party actions, 387.1
new judgment, disputed, 331(5)
notice, 387.1
originating notice, 405
pleadings, 222
postponement, 335
pre-trial conference, 219(4)
proctor, divorce, 567.1
real estate, 496, 691(4)
receiver's accounts, 464(3)
security interest, 459(c)
service, 387.1
summary trial, 158.6(2)
taxation of costs
infant, 603
party-and-party, 601(4)
person of unsound mind, 603
taxing officer, 628(d)
third party, regarding, 75
trial, 222
disability
See parties under a disability; person
of unsound mind
disbursements
affidavit, 642
certificate, 642
charging property, 625(1)
civil enforcement agency, 588
contingent fee agreement, 615,
616(2)(e)
details, 645
limitation period, 625(3)
payment in advance, 624
proof, 630, 642
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rendering account, 645
security for, 624
separate from fees, 633
taxation, 633
disclosure of financial information
for family matters, See Family
Law Act matters
discontinuance of action
appeal, 524–525
before entry for trial, 225(1)
consent, 225(5)
costs, 225(1), 225(3), 226–227
counterclaim continuing, 96
defendant, 225(4)
leave, 225(3)
not commenced by statement of
claim, 225
not defence to later action, 225(2)
of counterclaim, 225(4)
order of Court, 225(3)
plaintiff, 225
discovery of records, 186–199
definitions
party, 41.4(1), 187(3)
records, 186
affidavit of records
admission in evidence, 192
contents, 187.1
electronic material sample,
CN14.Appendix 2–3
examination for discovery and,
189
non-compliance, 190–190.1
failure to file; costs, 190
filing and service, 187, 188.1,
190.1
in streamlined procedure, 661
striking out and, 190.1(a)
time, 187, 188.1
case management, 189.1
class action, 41.4
costs, 190.1, 190(1), 192(5)
costs, failing to file affidavit, 190
cross-examination, 196(3)
denial of authenticity, 192(5)–(6)
electronic material guidelines
best use of technology,
CN14.2.3.1–2
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, CN14.4

Main Index

default standards, database field
guidelines, CN14.Appendix
3
document, sample,
CN14.Appendix 2
electronic trials, CN14.6,
CN14.7.5
glossary of terms, discoverable
records, CN14.Appendix 4
order for, CN14.2.2.2
use of, CN14.6
when to use, CN14.2.3.1–2
further and better affidavit, 196
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
impounding record, 199
inspection, 193
by Court, 196(2)
order, 191, 195
records in constant use, 194
no deemed admission, 198
non-compliance, 190.1, 190(1),
192(5)
objections to production,
187.1(2)(b), 196
omitted records, 196(1)(a), 197
postponed by Court, 223
privilege, 187.1(2)(b), 196
production of, 209
records, use in proceedings, 192(4)
relevance, 186.1
third party in possession, 209(1)
very long trial actions, 189.1
See also electronic material
guidelines; examination for
discovery
dismissal of action
close of plaintiff's case, 260
facts, 260
for want of prosecution, 244
issues of law or fact, 221(2)
summary trials, 158.4(1)(b)
See also discontinuance of action
dispute resolution
electronic material guidelines,
CN14.2.7.3, CN14.4.1
guidelines for judicial, CPN.E.1
See also Child Support Resolution
(CSR) Project (Edmonton);
Court Annexed Mediation
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Pilot Project; Dispute
Resolution Officer (DRO)
Project (Calgary)
Dispute Resolution Officer (DRO)
Project (Calgary), FN9.A
applications, FN9.A.2
attendance and representation,
FN9.A.4
Chambers requirement, FN9.A.3
Child, Youth and Family
Enhancement Act, not to
apply, FN9
consent order, FN9.A.5
Divorce Act, not to apply, FN9
duties of DRO, FN9.A.1, FN9.A.4–
5
scheduling, FN9.A.2
distance, 5.01
divorce
definitions, 561.1
adjournments, 566
affidavit of records; time for filing
and serving, 187(5)
alimony (See divorce, corollary
relief)
appeals, 577.3
affidavit, 569
forms, A.CPD.Form N
judge not seized with proceedings,
570
without appearance by parties or
counsel, 568
application of rules, 562
Central Divorce Registry, 572
Certificate of Divorce, 571
children
abduction; attendance at parenting
after separation seminar,
FN1.3
access
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8
appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
application to vary, rescind or
suspend order, 574.1(2)(d)
children's services intervention,
FN10
independent parenting experts,
FN7
0.0.31

parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
custody
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8
appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
children's services intervention,
FN10
contested applications, FN3.B
independent parenting experts,
FN7
parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
varying affidavit, 574.1(2)(d)
varying order, 575
divorce affidavit, 569
kidnapping; exemption from
parenting after separation
seminar, FN1.3
maintenance
affidavit, 582(2)
appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
appeals list, speaking to,
A.CPD.A7
appeals pilot project,
A.NP.05/13/09
Maintenance Enforcement Act,
476(7)
notice to disclose, FN2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Maintenance Orders Act,
telephone application
under, 385.1(12)
service outside Alberta, 30(p)
notice to disclose, FN2
support
affidavit, 569(h)
CSR project (Edmonton),
CPN.D.4, FN9.B
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A
notice to disclose, FN2
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parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
vary order made by another court,
574.1(2)
commencement, 563
corollary relief
after judgment, 574
interim, 573
order made by another court,
574.1, 575
costs, 577.2
counterclaim, 565, 565.1
demand of notice, 565, 565.1
desk divorce, 568–570
Divorce Act, 1985, application of,
562.2
forms, 562.1
Her Majesty's proctor, 567, 567.1
maintenance (See also family law;
parenting after separation
seminar)
affidavit, 582(2)
appeals pilot project,
A.NP.05/13/09 (See also
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
garnishee summons, 476(7)
Maintenance Enforcement Act,
476(7)
notice to disclose, FN2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
reciprocal enforcement, 385.1(12)
service outside Alberta, 30(p)
marriage certificates for, CPN.D.1
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
orders, forms of, 575.1
previous rules, application of, 562.2
provisional order, 576–577
registration of orders, 577.1
rush divorces, CPN.D.1
service
by defendant, 565.1
ex juris outside Alberta, 30(n),
30(p), 565.1(2)
ex juris outside Canada,
565.1(2)(c), 565.1(3)
on defendant, 564

statement of claim, 563
statement of defence, 565, 565.1
summary judgment not available,
159(7)
transfer from other courts, 577.1
uncontested divorce procedures pilot
project (Calgary), CPN.D.9
See also Family Law Act matters;
family law; matrimonial
causes
Divorce Act, 385.1(12), 499, 505,
561.1, 562.2, 586.3(1)(b)(ii),
FN9
DNA tests for parentage, See Family
Law Act matters
documents
admissions and judgment, 162
concurrent, 10
electronic documents
application for use of guidelines,
CN14.2.7
best use of technology,
CN14.2.5.1
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
default standards, CN14.4
default standards, checklist,
CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
order for use of guidelines,
CN14.2.7–8
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
lost, 9
omission to prove, 249
originals retained by clerk, 5(13)
partial sealing order, CN12
printing and size, 700
See also discovery of records;
electronic material guidelines;
service of documents
domestic relations, See also Family
Law Act matters
affidavit of records, time for filing
and serving, 187(5)
children's services intervention,
FN10
notice to disclose, FN2
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notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
Domestic Relations Act,
586.3(1)(b)(ii), FN1.1
double registered mail, 5(1)(g.1)
DRO
See Dispute Resolution Officer
(DRO) Project (Calgary)
eCarswell case databases,
CN.2/01/02
economic loss or damages report
See experts
eCourt
definition as electronic trial,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
eCourt Co-ordinator
contact information, CN14.1.2
electronic trial meetings, CN14.7.2
See also electronic material
guidelines
Edmonton Courts
Child Support Resolution (CSR)
project, CPN.D.4, FN9.B
criminal arraignments, CPN.C.5
educational sessions
as intervention by parenting experts,
FN7.21
electronic appeal records (EAppeals), A.CPD.B4(b),
A.CPD.K
electronic databases, CN.2/01/02,
CPN.E.2
defined, CPN.E.2.5
electronic documents
defined, 5.11(1)
citations of case law, CPN.E.2
costs, taxation, 5.11(4)
delivering electronic copy, 5.11(3)
requesting electronic copy, 5.11(2)
See also electronic material
guidelines
electronic material guidelines, CN14
agreement on protocol, CN14.4.2–3
application for order to use,
CN14.2.7
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application of guidelines, CN14.1.1,
CN14.2.1–2.8
agreement for, CN14.2.2.2
cross-border, CN14.2.3.5
discoverable records, CN14.2.3.1–
2
multi-jurisdictional, CN14.2.3.5
multi-party (three or more),
CN14.2.3.3
protocol for, CN14.2.2.1
trial longer than 10 days,
CN14.2.3.4
best uses of technology, CN14.2.5
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
coming into force, CN14.1.5
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
court documents, CN14.5
database document, sample,
CN14.Appendix 3
default standards, CN14.4,
CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
definitions, CN14.1.6,
CN14.Appendix 4
discoverable document, sample,
CN14.Appendix 2
discovery of records, CN14.6
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
database field guidelines,
CN14.Appendix 3
default standards, CN14.4
document, sample,
CN14.Appendix 2
electronic trials, CN14.7.5
glossary of terms, discoverable
records, CN14.Appendix 4
order for, CN14.2.2.2
use of guidelines, CN14.6
when to use, CN14.2.3.1–2
dispute resolution, CN14.2.7.3,
CN14.4.1
eCourt Co-ordinator
contact information, CN14.1.2
electronic trial meetings,
CN14.7.2
electronic trials, CN14.7
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, CN14.7.4
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default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
definition, glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
discoverable records, CN14.7.5
documents, CN14.2.8.1–2
equipment and software,
CN14.7.1.1
exhibit book, CN14.2.8.3,
CN14.7.1.3, CN14.7.4–5
expert reports, CN14.7.1.4
hard copies, availability,
CN14.7.5
hard copy restrictions, CN14.2.8.4
meeting with eCourt Co-ordinator,
CN14.7.2
orders for, CN14.2.7.4, CN14.2.8
pleadings, CN14.7.3
records, CN14.2.8.1–2
submission on best use of
technology, CN14.7.1–2
third party service providers,
CN14.7.1.2
transcripts, CN14.7.4
trial record, CN14.2.8.1–2
glossary of terms, CN14.Appendix 4
malicious codes, CN14.5.5
office support, contact information,
CN14.1.2–3
order for protocol, CN14.2.2
orders for
access to electronic material,
CN14.2.7.2
any other appropriate matter,
CN14.2.7.6
dispute resolution, CN14.2.7.3,
CN14.4.1
electronic trial, other orders,
CN14.2.8.5
to amend, vary or revoke previous
orders, CN14.2.7.5
use of guidelines, CN14.2.7.1
pre-trial, checklist, CN14.Appendix
1
protocols
agreement to use, CN14.2.2.1,
CN14.4.1
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
default standards, CN14.4

default standards, checklist,
CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
records for inspection, checklist,
CN14.Appendix 1
relief from Court, CN14.2.4
service of documents, CN14.5
updates, contact information,
CN14.1.3–4
electronic trial
agreed protocols, CN14.4
application for order, CN14.2.7
best use of technology, CN14.2.5
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
court documents, CN14.5
default standards, CN14.4
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
definition, glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
discovery of records, CN14.6
filing of record of pleadings,
CN14.7.3
order for, CN14.2.8
streamlined procedures, consent,
CN14.2.6
trial, CN14.7
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, CN14.7.4
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
discoverable records, CN14.7.5
equipment and software,
CN14.7.1.1
expert reports, CN14.7.1.4
hard copies, availability,
CN14.7.5
meeting with eCourt Co-ordinator,
CN14.7.2
pleadings, CN14.7.3
submission on best use of
technology, CN14.7.1–2,
CN14.7.2
third party service providers,
CN14.7.1.2
transcripts, CN14.7.4
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See also electronic material
guidelines
emergency directions
Court of Appeal, A.CPD.M
alternate electronic hearings,
A.CPD.M5
coming into effect, A.CPD.M2
definitions, A.CPD.M1
powers of designate of Chief
Justice, A.CPD.M3
suspension of Court operations,
A.CPD.M4
suspension of time limits,
A.CPD.M4
termination of emergency
directions, A.CPD.M6
Court of Queen's Bench,
CPN10//25/09
emergency protection orders
See protection orders
employee
examination for discovery, 200(1)
bill of exchange, 202
chose in action, 202
when, 203(2)
expert witness, 218.3(2)(b)
of enforcement debtor, 372.1, 373,
374(2), 375(2)
endorsements, 8
affidavit of records, 188
amended pleading, 137
fiats, 338
judicial review, 753.12, 753.13
on pleadings, 88–90
payment into Court, 358
renewed statement of claim, 11(7)
summary conviction appeal,
860.4(1)
third party notice, 66
writ of enforcement, 358
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 340–383.1
amount owing, total, 348
application for court order, 351
assignment of writ, 350
assistance, writ of, 362
change in writ, 351
change of name of person entitled to
enforce, 349
civil contempt, 365–367, 377
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classes, 344
conditions, relief subject to, 345
consent to alternative service, 355
corporations, 366, 372–373, 375(2)
correction of clerical errors, 349.1
counterclaims, leave required, 151,
155
court order, application for, 351
creditors
defined, 470(b)
instructing creditor, 442(b)
judgment creditor, 340(b)
replying creditor, 360(1)(a)
requesting creditor, 360(1)(b)
agents of, 734
certificates, in enforcement, 477
debtors
absconding
definitions, 470
attachment order, 470(a)(ii),
472(1)(a)(ii)
issuing garnishee summons,
472(1)(a)(ii)
corporations, 372–373, 375(2)
discovery rules, 379
duties, 377
employees, 372.1, 373
examination, 371–372, 460.1
financial report, 370
identification of, 351, 360
information, required to provide,
369
non-compliance, 377
non-parties, 376
penalties for non-compliance, 377
person in possession, 375
transferee, 374
errors, correction of clerical, 349.1
firms, 82
fraudulent preferences or
conveyances, 359
grace period, 383.1
judgment debtor, name of, 351
land, recovery of, 361–363
minors, 344
money, recovery of
amendment where costs taxed,
658
definitions, 352, 356
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fraudulent preferences or
conveyances, 359
identification of debtor, 360
issuing, 357–358
replying creditor, 360
requesting creditor, 360
new judgment when unsatisfied, 331
new writ, issue of, 351
non-compliance, 365–367
debtors, 377
non-parties, 346
notice to debtor, 460.1
orders, enforcement of, 342
payment into Court, 343, 358
Personal Property Registry, 341
persons of unsound mind, 344
pre-judgment enforcement
definitions, 470
attachment order, 470(a)(ii),
472(1)(a)(ii)
issuing garnishee summons,
472(1)(a)(ii)
remaining in force, 347
sale and disposal, 381–382
seizure of securities, 383, 383.1
separate writs where judgment for
recovery of both land and
money, 352
service of documents, 353, 360
by telecopier, 353(5)–(6)
consent to alternative method, 355
on civil enforcement agency, 354
stay of judgment, 341
telecopier, service by, 353(5)–(6)
trial of issue or question, 351
writ of delivery, 364
writ of enforcement
amendment where costs taxed,
658
definitions, 352, 356
fraudulent preferences or
conveyances, 359
identification of debtor, 360
issuing, 357–358
replying creditor, 360
requesting creditor, 360
writ of possession, 361
effect of, 362
goods of premises, removal of,
363

writ of sequestration, 365–366
See also reciprocal enforcement of
judgments
enforcement of time with a child,
See Family Law Act matters
enlarging time
See abridging or enlarging time
entry for trial, 236–242, CN4
Certificate of Readiness, 236, 240,
CN4.1, CN.GCM.8
conditional, CN1.32, CN4.10
date of trial assigned, CN4.2(b)
filing, CN4.2(a), CN4.3(b)–(c)
Pre-trial Conference, when
required, CN4.5
deposit for jury expenses, 241
divorces, 236(5), CN4.9
family law trials, CN4.5(a)(3)
jury trials, CN4.5(a)(2)
long trials, CN4.5(a)(1), CN4.5(b),
CN4.10
order, 236(3), CN4.4
place of trial, 237
pre-booking, CN4.3, CN4.6
Pre-trial Conference, when required,
CN4.5
record, filing of, 239
small claim appeals, CN4.9
special applications, CN4.7
trial dates assigned, 242, CN4.2(b),
CN4.4, CN4.7
error/mistake/slip
clerical error, 339
correction
clerical and other errors, 339
taxation calculation, 693(3)
failure to appear
appellant, 840(6)
application or motion, 389
trial, 245–246
failure to prove facts or document,
249
irregularity
action improperly begun, 560
affidavits, 306
costs, 599.1
defect not to defeat pleading, 561
forms, deviation from, 561.01
garnishee summons, 472(5)
judicial review and, 753.07
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originating notice, 560
setting aside or amending, 558–
559
setting aside statement of claim,
27
mistake
amendment, 113, 140
costs, 601(1)(g)(ii)
failure to appear, 389
failure to prove facts or document,
249
non-compliance (See also civil
contempt; debtor, absconding)
appeal records, 530.6, 537
costs, 599.1
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 367, 377
injunctions, 367
pre-trial conferences, CN3.10
sentence appeal factum,
A.CPD.I.4(h)
sentence appeal records,
A.CPD.I.4(j)
omission
affidavit, further and better, 194
documents, use of omitted, 195
in judgment or order, 339
judicial review, 753.01
to prove fact or document, 249
slip rules
affidavit, irregularity of form, 306
garnishee summons, 472(5)
judgments or orders, errors in, 339
judicial review, technical defect,
753.07
omission to prove fact or
document, 249
setting aside or amending, 558
action improperly begun, 560
deviation from prescribed form,
561.01
pleadings and proceedings not
defeated by defect of
form, 561
promptly, no fresh step, 559
estate
adding party when transfer, 54
administration of
by order, 44–45
interest in an action, 50–51

real estate, sales of, 494.1–498
service ex juris, 30(d)
service outside Alberta, 30(d)
administration proceeding, 415
compromise and, 53
intestate entitled to fund, 185
of infants, 17(1), 582, 583(3)
originating notice, 413
transfer of, adding party, 54
See also administration of estates
evasive
denial must not be, 126
examination for discovery,
216.1(1)(a)
evidence
admissions
deemed admission, 230(1.1)
notice to admit facts, 230
written opinion, 230.1
affidavit, proof by, 261(2)
appeal records (See appeal records)
by audio-visual means, 261.1
by commission (See evidence, taken
out of court)
by telephone, 261.1
court reporter's transcript, 729
electronic trial, CN14.Appendix 4
exhibits, 699
experts (See experts)
filed documents, use of, 264
foreclosure actions, 692
from examination for discovery, 214
from other proceedings, 263
medical examination (See medical
examination)
money paid into bank, 265
non-parties, 266
on appeal, 518
opinion (See experts)
oral (See oral evidence)
originals retained by clerk, 5(13)
originating notice, proceedings by,
407
photographs of personal property,
699.1
preserving, 297
streamlined procedure
by affidavit, 664
by commission, 664(6)
by examiner, 664(6)
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by oral examination in Court,
664(6)
exhibits, 664(7)
summary trials, 158.5
taken out of Court, 270
conduct money, 286
copies, use of, 278
costs, 283
form of commission, 291
notice to party, 273
opening at or before trial, 289
order or request for, 270, 282(3),
290
report of examiner, 270
rules sent to examiner, 288
shorthand, use of, 279–280
video recording, use of, 280.1
witness
interpreter, aid of, 277
objections to questions, 284
refusing to attend, 272
to sign deposition, 281
writing, reduced to, 275
written interrogatories, 276
third parties, 266
use in other proceedings, 262, 297,
313
video-recording, 261.1, 280.1
view, 424
witness
examination outside Court, 266
identity protection, CN12
oath or affirmation, 274, 287
proof by examination of, 261
refusing to attend examination,
272
See also electronic material
guidelines
Evidence Act, 261
examination for discovery, 200–
216.1
abusive, 216.1(1)(a)
affidavit of records and, 189, 203(2)
appeals, 210, 213
appointment, service of, 204
chose in action or bill of exchange,
202
class actions, 41.4
conduct money, 204
corporations, 200.1, 200(1)(b), 214

costs, 200(3), 213
court reporter's transcript, 729
employees, 200
enforcement debtors, 379
evidence, use in, 214
examiner, 203, 210, 216
exhibits, 206
firm, 201
further examination, 207
in streamlined procedure, 662
non-resident of Alberta, 200(5)
objections, 211, 213
officer, 200
party, 200
persons who may be examined,
200–202
place of, 203
postponed by Court, 223
powers of Court, 216.1
read-ins, 214
records
copies, 209(1.1)
inspection, 208
production of, 205
production ordered, 209
re-examination, 207
relevance, 200(1.2)
reporter, 212
signing of deposition, 211
special report, 216
time and place, 203
transcript of, 729
trial, use at, 214
when and where, 203
who may be examined, 200–202
witness, examination for use in
Court, 266
See also discovery of records;
medical examination
examination of debtor, 460.1
examiner
appeal of ruling, 210
clerk, 719(k)
commission, 271
court reporter, 728
duties, 211
examination for discovery, 203(3)–
(4)
recording deposition, 211
report, 216
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execution of judgment
See enforcement of judgments and
orders
executors
joinder of causes of action, 35, 43
order for administration of estate,
44–45
relief against, 412–414
right to claim denied, 127
solicitor acting as, 622–623
exhibits, 699
and appeals, 699(5)
appeal records, 537.2(2), 699,
A.CPD.C.3
documents, 311
examination for discovery, 206
exhibit book
family law pre-trial conference,
FN5.A.7
pre-trial conference, CN3.Form A
exhibit book, electronic
best use of technology,
CN14.2.5.4
default standards, CN14.4,
CN14.7.4–5
default standards, check list,
CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
format compatibility, CN14.7.1.3
in electronic trials, CN14.2.8.3
marriage certificate, 569(c)(i)
photographs of personal property,
699.1
post office receipt, 22(1)
return of, 699(5)
to affidavit of service, 22(1)
to affidavits, 311–312
See also electronic material
guidelines
ex juris service of documents, 30–
31.1
ex parte applications, 387
adding party after change of interest
or liability, 56(1)
appeals, 505(5), 516
approval of order after, 323.1(3)(a)
Civil Enforcement Act
order varied or discharged on
notice, 387(2)
0.0.39

when permitted, 340.1(b), 387(1)
clerk, CN5.1.3
commission evidence, 273(2)
conduct money, taxation regarding,
612
costs, 607
Crown, criminal matters, quashing,
833
directions for service
future entitlement, 297(2)
perpetuating testimony, 297(2)
solicitor ceasing to act, 556
Duty Judge, when Judge not sitting,
CN5.1.4
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 340.1(b), 387
evidence from other proceedings,
263
fictitious address, declaration of, 91
filing material, CN5.1.3(a),
CN5.A.1
for judgment after noting in default,
152(a)
former evidence, reading in, 263(a)
form required, CN5.A.2
for summary judgment, 161
future entitlement, directions for
service, 297(2)
perpetuating testimony, 297(2)
personal appearance, without,
CN5.A
procedure not provided in statute,
394
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act, 730
reciprocal enforcement of United
Kingdom judgments, 736.5
creditor's appeal, 736.8
setting aside, 736.7
replevin, 430
requirements for
filing material, CN5.1.3(a),
CN5.A.1
form required, CN5.A.2
personal appearance, without,
CN5.A
restraining orders, FN4
affidavit evidence, FN4.1
declaration, FN4.1
fact, representations, FN4.2
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form of application, FN4.1, FN4.3
parenting after separation course
not required, FN1.4
police enforcement clause,
CPN.D.6
private chambers
avoided if possible, FN4.2
no oral representations, FN4.2
tape recorded, FN4.2
setting aside judgment or order, 158
settling minutes of judgment or
order, 320(a)
solicitor ceasing to act, 556
statute provides no procedure, 394
stop order, 494(1)
taxation, 639
winding up, 790
experts
case management
agreement for purpose of trial,
218.9
discovery of documents, 189.1
in rebuttal, 218.91
court expert, 218
economic loss or damages report,
CN10
alternatives offered, CN10.3
application for leave to review
file, CN10.6
argument, CN10.4
assumptions, CN10.1(b)
complete, report to be, CN10.5
evidential basis, CN10.2
factors, list of, CN10.1(a)
method of calculation, CN10.1(d)
reasons, CN10.1(c)
reply to report, CN10.7
total of loss or damages, CN10.4
expert witness
called in rebuttal, 218.12
demand for attendance, 218.11
leave to call, 218.13
notice, 218.13
medical examination, 217
costs, 217(3)
delivery of report, 217(7)–(8)
diagnostic procedures, 217(6)
expense of, 217(2)
further examination, 217(3)

orders, 217(1), 217(3), 217(6),
217(8)
penalties, failure to deliver report,
217(8)
person examined
consent, when required, 217(6)
nominating practitioner to
attend, 217(5)
questions, restrictions on,
217(4)
questioning person examined,
217(4)
notice to adduce, 218.1, 218.13
objection to admissibility, 218.14–
218.15
very long trials, 218.16
costs
refusal to accept expert, 218.7
unnecessary experts, 218.5
examination, 218.8
expert evidence, 218.3
experts document, 218.6, CN1.48
number of experts, 218.4
written opinion
abridging or enlarging time not
available, 230.1(4)
admissions, 230.1(1)
notice to admit, 230.1
improper, 230.1(3)(c)
objections, 230.1(3)(c)
signature on admissions, 231
specific denial required,
230.1(3)(a)
time to reply, 230.1(3)
extensions
See abridging or enlarging time
extraordinary remedies
garnishment, 470–481.1
definitions, 470
amounts outstanding, 471, 480
counterclaims, 151, 155
counterclaims, leave required,
151, 155
distribution of funds, 481, 481.1
duties of garnishee, 474, 476
employment earnings, 475–476
garnishee summons
issuing, 472
prejudgment, 478
renewal, 479
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service, 473, 476–477
grace period, 475
injunction, 392, 440–440.1 (See also
judicial review)
interpleader, 442–447, 455–464
definitions, 442
application, 443
Civil Enforcement Agencies,
response of, 443
Civil Enforcement Agencies, rules
for
different courts, 456
expeditious sale, 460
notice by agency, 458
security interest, 459
several claims, 455
third party claims, 457
default by claimant, 447
defendant, application by, 445
powers of Court, 446
title in dispute, 444
judicial review (See judicial review)
mandamus, 437–439
preservation and inspection of
property, 467–469
prohibition, 441
receiver, 463–464
replevin, 427–436
bond required, 432–433
default judgment, 436
defendant, application for relief,
431
defendant, property returned to,
434
powers of Court, 430
procedure, 428
return order and statement, 435
stop order, 494
facsimile transmittal
See telecopier
facts
admissions
amendment, 230(5)
compulsory, 244.4(d)
costs, 230(4), 230(7)
deemed admission, 230(1.1)
delay in prosecution, where,
244.4(d)
judgment and, 162
0.0.41

notice to admit, 230(1), 230(7)
pleadings, 100
costs, 128
pre-trial conferences, CN3.2(b)
setting down for trial, CN4.A.5
proof of, 231
purpose limited to current matter,
230(6)
refusal, 230(4)
withdrawal, 230(5)
written opinion, 230.1(1)
affidavit, 261(2)(a), 305(1)
agreed, summary trial, 158.6(2)(e)
amendment of, 110(2)
belief and, interlocutory motions,
305(2)
burden of proof, 107
compromise re estate or trust, 53
conditions precedent, 108
consolidation of actions, 229
contract, denial of, 123
defence, new, 110(3)
denial of
bills of exchange, 124
cheques, 124
contract, 123
evasion, 126
money demands, 125
promissory notes, 124
estate, 53
family law
pre-trial conference, FN5
restraining order application,
FN4.2
special chambers application,
CN6.B.8(b)
fraudulent intent, 113
inferences, 337
issues in petitions, 6(3)
issues to be tried, 221–222
joinder of defendants, 46
judgment, after determination of
facts, 334(1)
judicial separation, 578(3)
knowledge, 113
malice, 113
nondisclosure, judgment obtained
by, 417(5)
notice to admit, 216.1(2)(k), 230
nullity of marriage, 578(3)
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omission to prove, 249
pleadings
admissions, 100
costs when not admitted, 128
deemed denial, 100
different version, 121
summary of, 104
presumption, 107
pre-trial conference, CN3.2(b),
CN3.5
agreed facts, CN3.A.3
streamlined procedure, 665
written briefs, CN3.5
proof by affidavit, 261(2)(a)
security for costs, 595
special applications, 395
special case, 232
special chambers applications,
CN6.B.8
specific pleading, 109
streamlined procedure, 665–666
summary judgment, 159
summary trial, 158.6(1)(a)(i),
158.6(2)(e)
trial by different modes, 224
trial of issues, 221–222, 335
trust, 53
written opinion, 230.1(1)
See also evidence
factums, Court of Appeal
appeal number on, 529.1
appendixes, A.CPD.C2–C3
authorities, 540(2)–(2.1), A.CPD.C4
book of authorities, A.CPD.D4
compliance, 540(9)
contents, 540(1)–(4)
criminal appeals (See criminal
appeals)
criminal sentence appeals (See
sentence appeal record)
dispensing with, 539
electronic database citations,
A.CPD.C4
electronic version, A.CPD.K
exhibits, A.CPD.C3
filing and service, 538
format, 540(5)–(7), A.CPD.C7
legibility, 540(9)
legislation, 540(4), A.CPD.C2
length, A.CPD.C1

length of counsel's argument,
A.CPD.C5
maintenance factums, pilot project,
A.NP.05/13/09
non-compliance, 543, A.CPD.C7
oral evidence authorities, 540(2.1)
party filing, A.CPD.C6
procedural or custody factums,
A.CPD.J.7
rulings appealed from, A.CPD.C3(a)
standard of review included in,
A.CPD.C11–12
table of contents, A.CPD.C12
varying time for delivery, 539(1)
without oral argument, A.CPD.C8
failure to appear
application or motion, 389
criminal appeal, 840(6)
trial, 245–246
false imprisonment, CN2.Sched.A
Family Law Act matters, 580.1–.95
definitions
Act, 580.1(a)
Court, 580.1(b)
file, 580.1(c)
Minister, 580.1(d)
party, 580.1(2)
affidavits, 580.2(2)
morning chambers, FN3.A.3B
special chambers, FN3.B.4B
appeals
appeal memoranda, 580.9
duty of clerks, 580.84
evidence, 580.89
filing of affidavits of service,
580.87
non-compliance by appellant,
580.86
notice of appeal, 580.82–84
powers of court, 580.91
scheduling, 580.88
to Court of Appeal of Court of
order of Queen's Bench
sitting as appeal court,
580.92
to Court of Appeal of order of
Court of Queen's Bench
sitting as original court,
580.81
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to Court of Queen's Bench of
Provincial Court order,
580.82
transcript, 580.85
appearance before the court, 580.7
application of Act, 580.2(1)
chambers, morning
affidavits and statements,
FN3.A.3B
costs, FN3.A.3.B
chambers, special
affidavits and statements,
FN3.B.4B
costs, FN3.B.4.B
costs
morning chambers, FN3.A.3B
special chambers, FN3.B.4.B
disclosure of financial information,
580.95, FN2
discovery, 580.1(3)
forms (See also TAB for Family
Law Act Forms)
affidavits and, 580.1(5), 580.2(4)
appropriate form, 580.1(4–5),
580.2(2–4)
availability, 580.1(4–5)
claim documents, 580.3(1)
duty of lawyer, 580.93
response documents, 580.4–5
hearing, 580.8
initiating a claim, 580.2
lawyer
address for service, 580.94(2)
duty of, 580.93
notice to disclose, FN2
oath, 580.8(2)
parenting after separation seminars,
FN1
parenting experts, independent, FN7
service
address for, 580.94
filing affidavits of service of
notice of appeal, 580.87
of claim documents, 580.3
of response documents, 580.5
sexual abuse allegations, FN8
telecommunications, 580.8
time
disclosure of financial
information, 580.95(1)

file notice of appeal, 580.82(2)
service of claim documents,
580.3(2–3)
See also family law; TAB Family
Law Act; TAB for Family Law
Act Forms
family law, See also Family Law Act
matters
chambers, morning, FN3.A
affidavits
under Divorce Act, FN3.A.3.A
under Family Law Act,
FN3.A.3.B
costs
under Divorce Act, FN3.A.3.A
under Family Law Act,
FN3.A.3.B
information sheets, FN3.A.2
time limits, FN3.A.1
chambers, special, FN3.B
adjournment, FN3.B.6–7,
FN3.B.12
affidavits and statements
under Divorce Act, FN3.B.4.A
under Family Law Act,
FN3.B.4.B
Chambers Clerk, definition,
FN3.B.1
costs
under Divorce Act, FN3.A.4.A
under Family Law Act,
FN3.A.4.B
filing, FN3.B.8–9
filing late, FN3.B.11
hearing time estimate, FN3.B.2,
FN3.B.6
inflammatory material, FN3.B.4
information sheets, FN3.B.3
letter of issues, FN3.B.10
notice of motion or claim,
FN3.B.6–7
service, FN3.B.7, FN3.B.9–10
time limits, FN3.B.2
viva voce evidence, FN3.B.5
children
abduction; attendance at parenting
after separation seminar,
FN1.3
access
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8
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appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
application to vary, rescind or
suspend order, 574.1(2)(d)
children's services intervention,
FN10
independent parenting experts,
FN7
parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
custody
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8
appeals (See procedural,
maintenance or children's
rights appeals)
children's services intervention,
FN10
contested applications, FN3.B
independent parenting experts,
FN7
parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
varying affidavit, 574.1(2)(d)
varying order, 575
divorce affidavit, 569
notice to disclose, FN2
parenting issues
assessment by parenting
experts, FN7
children's services intervention,
FN10
intervention by parenting
experts, FN7
pre-trial conference, FN5
support
affidavit, 569(h)
CSR project (Edmonton),
CPN.D.4, FN9.B
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A
notice to disclose, FN2
parenting after separation
seminar, FN1
pre-trial conference, FN5
fees, 585–586.3
Legal Aid, 586.1
payment, amount and time of,
585–586

waiver of fees
family law actions, 586.3
protection and restraining
orders, 586.2
notice to disclose, FN2
applicable proceedings, FN2.1,
FN2.5
notice of motion, FN2.4
purpose, FN2.2
relevant matters only, FN2.3
service of notice of motion,
FN2.4, FN2.7
time extensions, FN2.2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
affidavit, FN6.3
applicable proceedings, FN6.1
notice of motion, FN6.4
purpose, FN6.2
when to use, FN6.5
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
applicable proceedings, FN1.1–3
certificate of attendance, FN1.5,
FN1.7
exemptions, FN1.9–10
notice, FN1.4
sanctions, FN1.8
time to attend, FN1.2–3, FN1.5
video watching, FN1.6
parenting experts, use of
independent, FN7
police enforcement clause, CPN.D.6
pre-trial conferences, FN5
objectives, FN5.A
procedure, FN5.B
summary, FN5.C
protection orders, 578.1–578.3,
CPN.D.6
restraining orders, CPN.D.6, FN4
time limits for chamber hearings,
FN3.A.1, FN3.B.2
written interrogatories, FN6
fax
See telecopier
fees
appeal records, 537.3
civil enforcement agency, 587–589
copies of evidence, 726
court officers, 585–586.3
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Legal Aid, waiver of fees, 586.1
payment, amount and time of, 586
peace officers, fee exemptions,
586.05
waiver of fees
family law actions, 586.3
protection order, 586.2
restraining order, 586.2
disputes regarding reporter's fees,
727
extracts of key evidence, 537.3
jury trial, CN2.11
solicitor and client (See costs)
under Winding-Up Act procedure,
810
See also conduct money; costs;
lawyer and client charges;
taxation
fiats, 338, 393
CSR project (Edmonton), FN9.B.6
DRO project (Calgary), FN9.A.3
nonconforming appeal records,
530.6, 537
nonconforming sentence appeal
factum, A.CPD.I.4(h)
nonconforming sentence appeal
records, A.CPD.I.4(j)
fictitious address, 91, 273
field
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
firm
action in name of, 80(6)
actions by or against, 80–83, 127
assumed name, 83
defence, 80(2), 81
denying constitution of, 127
examination of member, 201
execution against, 82
law firm (See solicitors)
member is party to action, 201
partners, disclosure of, 80(3)
partnership, 80
partnership, denial of, 81
person using assumed name, 83
person using firm name, 83
service, 15(3)
stay, 80(5)

See also corporation
foreclosure
definitions, 683
address for service, notice of, 685
affidavit of value, required before
application for relief, 687
calculations, 693
evidence required, 692
general rules apply, 684
noting in default, 686(7)
relief available, 686(3)
sale
offering the mortgaged property
for, 689
order confirming, 691
to plaintiff, 690
service and notice, 686
subsequent encumbrancer, 688
taxation, 693
foreign process, service of, 584
form
defect in, 561
of pleadings, 5.12
Rules include, 5(2)(q)
Forum, 6.1, 237
fraud
as allegation in pleading, 109, 113,
115
compromise for absent persons, 53
garnishee assessment, 473(3)
judgment obtained by, 417(5)
Fraudulent Conveyances Statute, 359
Fraudulent Preferences Act, 359
frivolous pleading; striking out, 129
further and better particulars, 117
further information, 187(7)
garnishment, 470–481.1
definitions, 470
amounts outstanding, 471, 480
distribution of funds, 481, 481.1
duties of garnishee, 474, 476
employment earnings, 475–476
for counterclaims, 151, 155
garnishee summons
issuing, 472
prejudgment, 478
renewal, 479
service, 473, 476–477
grace period, 475
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Workers' Compensation Board,
472(2)
general appeal list, 515.1
gowning, CPN.A.2
grandparents' access to children
See Family Law Act matters
graphics
electronic material guidelines
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
database field guidelines,
CN14.Appendix 3
default standards, CN14.4
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
graphics in electronic material
electronic material guidelines
database field guidelines,
CN14.Appendix 3
glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
technology checklist,
CN14.Appendix 1
See also electronic material
guidelines
guardian, See also Family Law Act
matters
adding party under disability, 56(4)
ad litem
consent to procedures, 65
Court appointing, 63
duties, 64
for dependent adult, 61
for infant, 59, 63
for person of unsound mind, 61
solicitor acting as, 603, 622–623
appeals, A.CPD.Form N
estate of infant, 17(1), 583(3)
money to be paid into Court, 344(1)
payment to, not discharging debt,
344(2)
service of documents
guardian ad litem, 17(1)
guardian of estate, 17(1)
parent or guardian, 18
Public Trustee, 17(2)
solicitor acting as, 622–623

habeas corpus
civil matters, 738 (See also judicial
review)
appeal, 740–741
general rules apply, 737
notice of motion, 739
criminal matters, 837
appeal, 828–829
civil rules and, 825
notice of motion, 827
order, not writ, 826
Queen's Bench or Appeal, 826
health care professional
See medical examination
hearings, closed
civil publication ban, CN12
application to seal or unseal file,
CN12.9
compliance before hearing,
CN12.7
directions for service, CN12.5
failure to comply, CN12.8
filing of notice, CN12.3,
CN12.Form A
interested parties, defined,
CN12.2, CN12.6
judge to hear, CN12.4
notice to the media, CN12.3
time for application, CN12.3
criminal, publication ban, CrN4
application of ban, CrN4.1
application procedures, CrN4.2–4
application to seal or set aside
sealing order, CrN4.7
definition of "interested parties,"
CrN4.2
directions for service, CrN4.5
heirs
See beneficiaries
holiday
See vacation times for Court
holidays and Saturdays, 545, 547,
550
home, primary
for disclosure for family matters,
See Family Law Act matters
household goods
for disclosure for family matters,
See Family Law Act matters
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husband or wife
claims by or against, 34
divorce (See divorce)
nullity of marriage, 578
identity protection for witnesses,
CN12
application to seal or unseal file,
CN12.9
compliance before hearing, CN12.7
directions for service, CN12.5
failure to comply, CN12.8
filing of notice, CN12.3,
CN12.Form A
interested parties, defined, CN12.2,
CN12.6
judge to hear, CN12.4
notice to the media, CN12.3
time for application, CN12.3
illegality alleged in pleading, 109
illiterate person; affidavit, 302
image and image resolution
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also graphics
implied denial of condition
precedent, 108
improper
costs, taxation when, 635(2)(a)
costs for, 601(1)(g)(i)
examination for discovery
actions of party, 216.1(1)(a)
examination of employee, 201(2)
notice to admit, 230(7)
written opinion, 230.1(3)(c)
witness, communication with, 247
in camera hearings
See hearings, closed
indemnity, 77
indexes
book of authorities, A.CPD.D7
infants, See also Family Law Act
matters
adding as party, 56(4)
costs between parties, 603
default judgment, 142
defending, 59
disposition of property, 581–583
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 344

Main Index

estates of
affidavits, 582
consent of infant over 14, 583
guardian, 582(2)
originating notice, 581
guardian ad litem
Court appointing, 63
defending infant, 59
duties of, 64
payment to not discharging debt,
344(2)
service on, 17(1)
solicitor acting as, 603, 622–623
money to be paid into Court, 344(1)
next friend, 58
service on, 17–18
guardian ad litem, 17(1)
guardian of estate, 17(1)
infant, 17(3)
parent or guardian, 18
Public Trustee, 17(2)
solicitor acting as guardian, 622–
623
suing by next friend, 58
inferences
judgments and orders, 337
jury, 337
of fact, 337
on appeal, 518(c)
witness, failure to call, 296.1
inflammatory; striking out material
in affidavit, FN3.B.4
injunction
judgment or order, 440
judicial review, 753.04
non-compliance, 367
protection order, 578.1–578.3
restraining order, 440.1
service of notice of motion, 392
service outside Alberta, 30(i)
inquiry, 418
by referee, 424
delay, 419
procedure, 425
quashing, 739(3)
report to Court, 426
view, 424
inspection
by judge, 253
by jury, 252, CN2.9(a)(ii)
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by peace officers, fee exemption,
586.05
by referee, 424
contingent fee agreement, 616(7)(b)
documents, 191
of property, 467–469
postponed by Court, 223
records
after impounding, 199
by Court, privilege claimed,
196(2)
in custody or power, 208
non-parties', 216.1(2)(1)
order for, 195
service of notice, 194
time and place, 194
winding up, 797
streamlined procedure, 660(2)(b),
663
interest
adding parties after change in, 56(1)
class action, 41.1–41.6
common interest, 42
defendant having no, 47
estate's, in action, 50–51
in land; declaration, 410(c)(i)
security interest; interpleader, 459
transfer of, 54
interest (money)
Court changing entitlement,
216.1(2)(d)
delay of process and, 244.4(b)
liquidated demand, 149
money in Court, 180
of person of unsound mind,
182(2)
on appeal, 520
on damages, 148(1)
owing on writ, 348(c)
receiver paying, 464(3)
reciprocal enforcement of UK
judgments, 736.4(c),
736.6(2)(a)(i)
security for personal property, 469
streamlined procedure, 659(1)(a)
writ of enforcement, 587(b)
International Conventions
Implementation Act, 736.1
interpleader, 442–447, 455–464
definitions, 442

application, 443
civil enforcement agency
different courts, 456
expeditious sale, 460
notice by agency, 458
security interest, 459
several claims, 455
third party claims, 457
default by claimant, 447
defendant, application by, 445
powers of Court, 446
response of civil enforcement
agency, 443
title in dispute, 444
Interpretation Act, 736.6
interpretation of instrument,
51(1)(c), 410(e)
interpreter
at examination, 277
for deponent of affidavit, 303
intestacy
administration proceedings, 415
creditor or beneficiary, 413
intestate entitled to fund in Court,
185
originating notice, 413
irregularity
action improperly begun, 560
affidavits, 306
appeal records, 530.6, 537
costs, 599.1
defect not to defeat pleading, 561
forms, deviation from, 561.01
garnishee summons, 472(5)
judicial review and, 753.07
notice of motion, stated in, 384(2)
originating notice, 560
sentence appeal factums,
A.CPD.I.4(h)
sentence appeal records,
A.CPD.I.4(j)
setting aside or amending, 558–559
setting aside statement of claim, 27
See also error/mistake/slip
irrelevance
admissions requested, 230(1.1)(c),
230(3)(c)
questions at trial, 255
striking out material in affidavit,
307, FN3.B.4
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issues of law or fact
amendment, 132, 135
determination before trial, 220
directions regarding, 335
discovery postponed, 223
issue not defined by pleadings, 222
judgment after determination, 334–
335
postponement for, 335
preliminary point of law, 220–221
presumption of law in pleadings,
107
raised by pleadings, 220
special case, 232
trial by different modes, 224
tried before, at or after trial, 221
See also facts; joinder of issue
JDR
See judicial dispute resolution
guidelines
joinder of issue
defined, 5(1)(h)
denial deemed, 100
implied after defence, 102
leave required after reply, 101
pleadings, 99–102
restrictions, 99
joinder of parties and causes of
action
adding defendant, 39
adding party after change of interest,
56
administration of estate, 44
administrators, 35
bankruptcy, 33
bankruptcy trustee, 33
class action, 41.1–41.6
common interest, 42
death of party
action surviving, 54
compelling continuance, 57
deceased person, 50
defendant, 46
having no interest, 47
not served; striking out, 153–154
execution of a trust, 44
executor, 35, 42–45
firm, 80
husband and wife, 34

joint and several liability, 49
judgment where some parties not
joined, 40
misjoinder, 37–38
partnership, 80
persons not joined, 40, 52–53
protection of property, 41
representative, appointment of, 51
same transaction, 36, 46
spouse, 34
sureties, 49
transfer of estate, interest or title, 54
trustee, 43
want of parties, 40
See also adding parties
joint and several liability, 77
judge
appeals (See also Court of Appeal)
from justice of appeal, 505(6)
from master in chambers, 500
from referee, 499(1), 500
from taxation, 665(2)
case management, 704(1)(d)
defined, 5(1)(b.1)
streamlined procedure, 668
ceasing to be judge, 391
conference telephone application,
385.1, CN5.B
death of, 391
impossible or inconvenient to act,
391
in chambers
desk divorce, application for,
568(7)
matters other than trials, 385
new judgment, 331
taxation appeal, 665(2)
winding up, 811
in Court
judge alone, 158.3, 734
sittings, 705
summary trial, 158.3
with assessors, 235
with jury, 234
pre-trial conference, 219, 219.1,
CN1.5, CN3
pre-trial conference for family law,
FN5.B.4
set aside, vary or discharge order
ex parte orders, 387(2)
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on notice, 390(1)
with consent, 390(2)
judgment, default
See default, procedure on
judgment, summary
See summary judgment
judgment creditor
See creditor; enforcement of
judgments and orders
judgment debtor
See debtor; enforcement of
judgments and orders
judgment interest regulation, page
5.2.2
judgment on admissions, 162
judgments and orders, 315–339
definition of "order," 5(1)(j)
abandonment or waiver of, 328
account or enquiry directed, 332,
334–335
appeal judgment, entry, 528
appeal judgments, A.CPD.G
application for
after accounts, inquiries or issues
directed, 334
at any time, 316
where issues not all determined,
335
by consent; requirements, 329
corrections, 339
date and name of judge, 317
date effective, 322
default (See default, procedure on)
enforcement (See enforcement of
judgments and orders)
entry of judgment, 326–327
errors, 339
formal contents, 315, 317, 338
further directions or relief after
entry, 330
inferences, 337
mandamus, 437
motion for judgment, 336–337
new judgment when unsatisfied, 331
numbered paragraphs, 315
on appeal, delivery, 521
on appeal, stay, 508
pronouncement, speak from, 322
reciprocal enforcement (See
Reciprocal Enforcement of

Judgments Act; Reciprocal
Enforcement of Maintenance
Orders Act; reciprocal
enforcement of UK judgments)
satisfaction of judgment, 333
setting aside judgment (See default,
procedure on)
setting aside order, 390
setting minutes, by registrar or clerk,
318
appointment, 319
hearing, 320
signing, 321
approval, Court of Appeal, 323
approval, Queen's Bench, 323.1
conditional on affidavit, 324
when affidavit required, 324
when order or certificate required,
325
speak from pronouncement, 322
stay of (See enforcement of
judgments and orders)
summary judgment (See summary
judgment)
unsatisfied, 331
waiver or abandonment of, 328
when condition not complied with,
328
judicial centre
defined, 5(1)(h.1)
agreement, 6.1(3)(c)
distance, 5.01
to commence action in, 6.1, 237
judicial dispute resolution guidelines
Court of Appeal, A.CPD.L
Queen's Bench, CPN.E.1
schedule, CN.11/09/2007
judicial district
clerk, duties of, 719(f)
consent applications, CN5.A
endorsement of document, 8
examination of witness, 266
ex parte applications, CN5.A
judgments and orders, settling,
318(2)
money paid into Court, 175(2)
parenting after separation, FN1
place of trial, 237
pleadings to contain name, 5.12(a)
process issuer, 715(2)
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service of foreign process, 584(d)
taxation, 600(b)
title of application, 653
telephone applications, 385.1(8),
CN5.B
transfer of proceedings, 12
winding up, 755
judicial interim release (bail)
bail applications re spousal assaults,
CPN.C.2
form of order, CrN2
review of detention (under s.525),
CPN.C.1
See also bail pending appeal
judicial review
appeal, 753.17–753.18
application, 753.02
Attorney General
right to be heard, 753.1
service on, 739, 753.09
certiorari, 753.04
continuation as other proceeding,
753.16
converting to or from, 753.16
declaration, 753.04–753.05
grounds, 753.08
habeas corpus, 753.04
injunction, 753.04
mandamus, 753.04
person, defined, 753.01
procedure
commencing by originating
notice, 753.03
general rules apply, 753.19
limitation period, 753.11
originating notice. contents of,
753.08
parties, 753.1
return of judgment or record,
753.12–753.14
service of application, 753.09
prohibition, 753.04
quo warranto, 753.04
relief available, 753.04
directions, 753.06
reconsideration and
determination, 753.06
setting aside reviewed decision or
act, 753.05

technical defect; validation,
753.07
stay of decision, 753.15
judicial separation, 578
jurat
blind or illiterate deponent, 302
date and place indicated, 300
interpreter, 303
more than one deponent, 301
signing, 299
jury
address to, 248
and omission to prove fact or
document, 249(b)
answers conflicting or incomplete,
259
challenge for cause, CrN5
notice, CrN5.1–2
pre-trial conference, CrN5.3
compromise, no knowledge of, 173
disagreement of, 258
inferences of fact, 337
judge and, 234, CN2
jury trial
application for, CN2.2
affidavit, CN2.2
hearing of, CN2.3
when to apply, CN2.4
case management for, CN1.2(a)
Certificate of Readiness, CN2.6,
CN4.5(a)(2)
costs, CN2.9(a)(ix)
days required, CN2.8
defamation, CN2.16
deposit required, 241, CN2.6
fees, CN2.11
Jury Act, CN2.1
jury's answers conflicting or
incomplete, 259
notice to Trial Coordinator, CN2.5
pre-trial, CN2.7, CN2.9
conference required, CN3,
CN4.5(b)
meeting with Trial Judge,
CN2.10
view by judge, 253
parole eligibility hearing, QB
criminal rules (tab)
addressing, Rule 11–12
empanelling, Rule 4(6), Rule 5
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selection (Calgary), CPN.C.4
summary trial, 158.3
view by, 252
knowledge
affidavit, contents of, 305
affidavit of records, 187.1
of compromise, 173
of garnishee, 475(1)(b)(i)
of irregularity, 559
pleadings, allegations in, 113
stay of judgment, 341(2)
transaction during grace period,
383.1(1)(b)
land
and place of trial, 237(c)
declaration
beneficial interest, 410(c)(i)
priority between charges on,
410(c)(ii)
foreclosure, 683
in Alberta, service outside Alberta,
30(a)–(b)
inspection, 468(c)
recovery of
default procedure, 149
enforcement of judgment, 361–
363
separate writ, 352
law
See issues of law or fact
lawyer and client charges, 613–626
contingent fee agreements, 615
confidentiality, 617
death of solicitor, 621
filing, 617
review by clerk or judge, 619
void provisions, 620
writing required, 616
death of solicitor, 621
payment in advance, 624
property, charge upon for fees, 625
reasonable; factors, 613
security, 624
taxation (See solicitors, taxation of
accounts)
trustee, solicitor acting as, 622–623
See also bill of costs
lawyers

Main Index

See solicitors
lead/attachment relationship
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
leave
abridge time for service of notice,
386
administration proceeding nonrepresentative appearing,
415(2)
affidavit, use of altered, 308
bankruptcy trustee, claim in other
capacity, 33
briefs, supplemental or previously
used, CN6.11
Certificate of Readiness
conditional, CN4.10(a)
procedures after, CN4.Form A.4
procedures after filing, 236(6)
counterclaim
enforcement when plaintiff in
default, 155
garnishee or writ, 151
court expert, examination of, 218(6)
defamation, defendant's evidence in
chief, 254
default, enforcing counterclaim, 155
default judgment
after substitutional service, 23
third party, 73
defence, withdrawal of, 225(4)
discontinuance of action, 225(3)
enforcement of counterclaim, 151,
155
expert
call, 218.13
calling in rebuttal, 218.91(1)
examination of, 218.8(1)
more than one per subject,
218.4(1)
object to report, 218.14(2)(b)
review file, CN10.6
viva voce evidence, 218.11(2)(b),
218.13
family law
applications longer than one hour,
setting down, FN3.B.2
late filing, FN3.B.11
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viva voce evidence, FN3.B.5
firm, writ against former members,
82(6)
garnishment for counterclaim, 151,
155
infant, judgment against, 143
irregularity, use of affidavit despite,
306
judgment or order
after substitutional service, 23(4)
ante- or post-dating, 322(2)(b)
entering 1 year after
pronouncement, 327
in emergency, 161(1)
infant, 143
interest on damages, 148(1)
new, 331(4)
person of unsound mind, 143
summary, 161
third party, 73
third party, against, 73
partner, issuing writ against, 82(4)–
(5)
person of unsound mind, judgment
against, 143
pleading after reply, 101
pleadings, amendment of, 41.3, 132,
134, 138
point of law, hearing of, 220
proctor intervening in divorce, 567.1
read-in evidence taken from other
matter, 263(a)
record, inspection after impounded,
199
replevin bond
assigned to defendant, 433(2)
release to defendant, 432(1.1)(b)
review expert's file, CN10.6
service
notice of motion
judgment in emergency, 161(1)
on defendant, 392(1)
outside Alberta, 31
solicitor
actions not commenced by, 557(3)
removal as solicitor of record,
555(7)
streamlined procedure, 673
substitutional service, judgment
after, 23(4)

summary judgment, 161
summary trial
further affidavit or notice,
158.1(4)(c)
viva voce evidence, 158.5(1)(g)
third party
judgment against, 73
writ, issuing, 74(2)
to amend (See pleadings,
amendment)
to appeal
civil, 505(3–(4), 505(6)
criminal, 849–850
trial list
re-entry after two adjournments,
242(5)
withdrawal from, 236(4)
trustee, payment into Court, 177(1)
viva voce evidence
chambers application, CN6.2
family law application, FN3.B.5
special application, CN4.7
winding up
material not properly filed, 755
varying list of contributories,
779(2)
writ
condition, issuing after
fulfillment, 345
counterclaim, 155
sequestration, 365(1), 366
third party, 74(2)
Legal Aid
certificates; fees waived, 586.1
criminal sentence appeals,
A.CPD.I.10
Lexis-Nexis case databases,
CN.2/01/02
libel
See defamation
lien
interpleader, 446(1)(d), 446(2)(a)
security for money, 469
solicitor's, 604, 641
Limitation of Actions Act, 331
limitation periods
appeal to Court of Appeal, 506
certiorari, 830
charging property for fees, 625(3)
disbursements, 625(3)
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judicial review, 753.11
new judgment, 331
statement of claim, serving, 11
statutes must be pleaded, 109
summary conviction appeals,
860.3(1)
third party notice, 66(4)
liquidated demand, 5(1)(i), 148
liquidator, 763
accounts, 771
accounts, passing of, 803–805
addresses, 764
advertising appointment application,
763
duties, 770
notice, contents of, 764
order for appointment, 767
provisional, 768
advertisements, 761
application for, 761
qualifications of, 765
release of, 803
replacement of, 769
security required, 765, 768
solicitor to conduct proceedings,
806
See also winding up
litigation technology
See electronic material guidelines
Local Authorities Election Act, 813–
815
lost documents, 9
maintenance, See also Family Law
Act matters
affidavit, 582(2)
appeals, A.CPD.Form N (See
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
appeals, pilot project,
A.NP.05/13/09
appeals list, speaking to, A.CPD.A7
garnishee summons, 476(7)
notice to disclose, FN2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
reciprocal enforcement, 385.1(12)
service outside Alberta, 30(p)
spousal support waivers, CPN.D.7

Maintenance Enforcement Act,
476(7)
malice alleged in pleading, 113
malicious code
electronic material guidelines,
CN14.5.5
glossary of terms, CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
mandamus
civil matters, 738 (See also judicial
review)
claim in statement of claim, 438
judgment or order, 437
power of Court, 439
criminal matters
affidavit required, 834
appeal, 828–829
civil rules and, 825
immunity, acting on order of
Court, 835
notice of motion, 827
order, not writ, 826
performance, 836
Queen's Bench or Appeal, 826
Maritime Law Book case databases,
CN.2/01/02
marriage
certificates, CPN.D.1
judicial separation, 578
nullity, 578
See also divorce; family law
master in chambers
appeal from, 500, 505, CN6.A.1(b)
streamlined procedure, 671
applications without personal
appearance, 671, CN5.D (See
also conference telephone,
application by)
approval of order, 323.1
case management, 668
conference telephone, application
by, 385.1, CN5.B
application for permission,
385.1(3)–(4)
clerk, co-ordination and
participation, 385.1(9)
consent required, 385.1(2)
costs, 385.1(10)
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discretion of Court, 385.1(11),
385.2
filing and issuing material,
385.1(8)
location of participants, 385.1(5)
order deemed made at QB
location, 385.1(6)
personal attendance, when
required, 385.1(7)
requirements, 385.1(2), 385.1(11),
385.2
jurisdiction, CPN.A.1
personal appearance, applications
without, CN5.D (See also
conference telephone,
application by)
pre-trial conference, 665
pre-trial conference judge, CN2.14–
CN2.15
signing of orders, 321(3)
special chambers application,
CN6.A.1(b)
taxation of costs, foreclosure or
specific performance, 693
telephone application, 385.1–385.2
winding-up, delegation to, 808
matrimonial causes
judicial separation, 578
nullity, 578
See also divorce; Family Law Act
matters; family law
Matrimonial Property Act, 561.1(c.1),
586.3(1)(b)(ii)
matrimonial property proceeding
defined, 561.1(c.1)
affidavit of records
time for filing and serving, 187(5)
appeals, A.CPD.Form N
commencement, 563(2)–(3)
defending, 565.1
notice to disclose, FN2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
restraining order, 440.1(1)
service outside Alberta, 30(n),
565.1(3)
time for reply, 565.1(5)
statement of claim, 565.1(e.1)
summary judgment and, 159(7)

without appearance by parties or
counsel, 568
media ban
See publication ban
mediation
See Court Annexed Mediation Pilot
Project
medical examination, 217
costs, 217(3)
defendant's choice of examiner,
217(10)
delivery of report, 217(7)–(8)
diagnostic procedures, 217(6)
expense of, 217(2)
further examination, 217(3)
health care professional, defined,
217(11)
limits on, 217(9)
orders, 217(1), 217(3), 217(6),
217(8)–(9)
penalties, failure to deliver report,
217(8)
person examined
consent, when required, 217(6)
nominating practitioner to attend,
217(5)
questions, restrictions on, 217(4)
questioning person examined,
217(4)
See also experts
medically assisted conception
See Family Law Act matters
mental disorder, 704.1
See also person of unsound mind
Mental Health Act, 704.1
military officer fee exemption,
586.05
minors
money paid to, 344(2)
money recovered for, 344(1)
See also children; infants
Minors' Property Act, 581
minutes of settlement, 319–320
misjoinder of parties, 37–38
misrepresentation, 115
missing person, 23(5)
mistake
amendment, 113, 140
costs, 601(1)(g)(ii)
failure to appear, 389
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failure to prove facts or document,
249
See also error/mistake/slip
money
bank, payment into, 265
money in Court
class, 344
estate of intestate entitled to fund,
185
interest, 180
intestacy, 185
in trust, 175
investment, 183–184
litigant's accounts, 176
minor, 344
payment out, 178
person of unsound mind, 182, 344
small accounts, 181
tender on judicial sale, 179
Trustee Act; affidavit, 177
See also payment into Court
month, 544
mortgage
mortgagee
action by, 29
service outside Alberta,
application for, 30(k)
solicitor acting as, 622–623
mortgagor
service on creditors of, 29
taxation of costs and, 623
See also foreclosure
motions
See applications and motions
mould (Calgary Courts), CPN.E.3
multi-jurisdictional actions
use of electronic material guidelines,
CN14.2.3.5
See also electronic material
guidelines
multi-party actions
directions, 387.1
use of electronic material guidelines,
CN14.2.3.3
See also electronic material
guidelines
municipal police fee exemption,
586.05

name, must be printed by signature,
5.1
national database of class
proceedings, CN13
native files/format
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
needy litigant
family law actions, 586.3
Legal Aid, 586.1
new judgment, 331
next friend
adding to pleadings, 38(4)
consent
to act as, 62
to mode of evidence, 65
to procedures, 65
for infant, 58
for person of unsound mind, 60
money paid to, 344(2)
money recovered by, 344(1)
next of kin
inquiry for, 332
judgment or order against, 45
nisi
See foreclosure
non-compliance
appeal records, 530.6, 537
costs, 599.1
discovery of records, 190.1, 190(1),
192(5)
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 367
debtors, 377
injunctions, 367
pre-trial conferences, CN3.10
summary conviction appeals,
860.8–860.9
sentence appeal factums,
A.CPD.I.5(h)
sentence appeal records,
A.CPD.I.4(j)
See also civil contempt; debtor,
absconding; error/mistake/slip
non-performance
action on bond for, 148(3)
conditional order, 328
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condition precedent, 108
non-suit, 260
notice
allegation of sexual abuse, FN8,
FN8.2, FN8.Form 1
alleged in pleadings, 114
appointment to settle list, windingup, 780
by respondent to Notice of Motion,
384(3)
ceasing to act, 555
change of solicitors, 544
children's services intervention,
FN10
contribution and indemnity, 77
cross appeal, 509
cross appeal in procedural or
custody appeal, A.CPD.J.13
default, no further notice to
defendant, 144
demand of, 146
addresses, 90
divorce, 565, 565.1
discharge order, 390(1)
duties imposed on officers, 721.1
evidence taken out of Court, 273
expert evidence, 218.1, 218.13
facts, to admit, 230
foreclosure, 685–686
for examination to locate collateral,
460.1
inspection of records, 194–195
interpleader, 458
jury trial, CN2.5
liquidator, 764
of appeal
amendment, 512
contents, 511, A.CPD.Form N
cross appeal, 509
filing and service, 844,
A.CPD.F.2
Notice to the Respondent
required, A.CPD.F.3(b)
pre-booking, A.CPD.F.2(f)
supporting documentation,
A.CPD.F.3
time before hearing, 516.1,
A.CPD.F.1, A.CPD.F.2
of call, winding-up, 783
officers, duties imposed on, 721.1

Main Index

persons not to be called, 296.1(6)
pleadings, alleged in, 114
reciprocal enforcement of
judgments, 734
set aside order, 390(1)
special chambers, FN3.B.7
third party, 66–67
to adduce expert evidence, 218.1,
218.13
to admit facts, 216.1(2)(k), 230
costs, 230
to attend, 293
to disclose, FN2
to reply to written interrogatories,
FN6
to trial coordinator
jury trial, CN2.5
pre-trial conference, CN3.5
vary order, 390(1)
vary or discharge order, 387
winding-up, 790
appointment to settle list, 780
hearing, proof of debts and
claims, 776
of call, 783
to witnesses to attend, 293
See also originating notice
notice of motion, 384, 387
affidavits, filing and serving, 310
appeal
from master in chambers, 500
from referee, 500
certiorari, 827, 831(1)
children
appeals re custody or access (See
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals)
custody, access or support, 573–
574
contents, 384(2)
corollary relief, divorce, 573–574
cross-examination after delay in
prosecution of action, 244.5
divorce
corollary relief, 574
desk divorce, 568(6)
interim corollary relief, 573
proctor intervening, 567.1
without appearance, 568(6)
entry for trial, 236(3)
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evidence relied on, 384(2)
ex parte applications, 387
firm, execution against, 82(4)
grounds, 384(2)
habeas corpus, civil matters, 739
habeas corpus, criminal matters, 827
injunction, 392(1)
interim corollary relief, divorce, 573
interpleader, 443
irregularities stated in, 384(2)
judgment
demand of notice, 146
emergency, 161, 387
new judgment when unsatisfied,
331
leave to serve
judgment in emergency, 161(1)
on defendant, 392(1)
mandamus, 827
material relied on, 384(2)
notice by respondent, 384(3)
notice to disclose, FN2.4, FN2.6
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
objections stated in, 384(2)
proctor intervening, divorce, 567.1
reciprocal enforcement of judgments
setting aside registration, 735,
736.7(1)
sale of goods, 363(3)
sale of personal property, 381(1)
special chambers application,
CN6.A.4–5, CN6.A.7
family law, FN3.B.6–7
summary trial, 158.1
taxation, 654
unsatisfied judgment, 331
See also applications and motions
notice to disclose, family law, FN2
applicable proceedings, FN2.1,
FN2.5
notice of motion, FN2.4
purpose, FN2.2
relevant matters only, FN2.3
service of notice of motion, FN2.4,
FN2.7
time extensions, FN2.2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6
affidavit, FN6.3

applicable proceedings, FN6.1
notice of motion, FN6.4
purpose, FN6.2
when to use, FN6.5
noting in default
See default
nullity of marriage, 578
numbers
affidavits, 304
expressed in figures, 105
paragraphs in pleadings, 105
oaths or affirmations
affidavits
blind or illiterate deponent, 302
interpreter, 303
multiple deponents, 301
execution and jurat, 299
officers who may administer oath,
309
commissioner, 285
commission evidence, 270, 274, 287
court reporter, 724, 728
enforcement of judgments and
orders (See enforcement of
judgments and orders)
examinations for discovery, 200(1)
examiner, 285
of commissioner or examiner, 285
of witness examined outside of
Court, 274, 287
partners statement, 80(4)
restraining orders, 440.1
taxation, 628
valuation of debts and claims, 772
witness, 244.5
objections
evidence by affidavit, 664(3)–(6)
examination for discovery, 211(2),
212
expert's report, admissibility, 218.4,
218.15
notice of motion, stated in, 384(2)
notice of persons not to be called,
296.1
notice to admit facts, 230(1)(c)
records
inspection of, 195
production of, 187.1(2)(b)
taxation, 655(3)
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to taking oath, 274
witness, questions to, 284
written opinion, 230.1(3)(c)
offer of compromise/judgment
See compromise using court process
officers and offices
Child Support Resolution (CSR)
Project (Edmonton), FN9.B
clerk in chambers, duties of, 721
clerk of court
defined, 5(1)(c)
absence of, 713
appointment of substitute, 714
duties, 718–719
procedure book, 719, 721
defendant in default, 142
fiats, 338(1)
noting; filing and issuing, 8(3)
satisfaction of judgment, 333(1)
third party in default, 72(1)
procedure book, defined, 5(1)(n)
court reporter
definition, official court reporter,
5(1)(i.1)(i–ii), 859(4)
duties, 724–725
fees, 726–727
powers, 728
transcript as evidence, 729
Dispute Resolution Officer (DRO)
Project (Calgary), FN9.A
fees, 585–586.3
Legal Aid, waiver of fees, 586.1
payment, amount and time of, 586
peace officers, fee exemption,
586.05
waiver of fees
family law actions, 586.3
protection, 586.2
restraining order, 586.2
notice required when duties
imposed, 721.1
office, proceedings in, 715–716
process issuer, duties, 718, 720
registrar, duties of, 723
when attendance required, 712
official referee
See referee
omissions
affidavit, further and better, 194
in judgment or order, 339

judicial review, 753.01
records, use of omitted, 197
to prove fact or document, 249
omission to prove, 249
oppressive; striking out material in
affidavit, 307
oral evidence, 261
and originating notice, 407
chambers application, CN6.2
commission evidence, 275
divorce, 566, 568(4)(f), 568(7)(a)
infant over 14 years, 583(4)
expert, 218.11(2)(b), 218.13
family law chambers
special chambers, FN3.B.5
interpleader, 446(1)(a)
reporter, powers of, 728
restraining order application, FN4.2
special application, CN4.7
special chambers applications,
CN6.2
summary trial, 158.5(1)(g)
taxation, 628(a)
orders, 315–339
abandonment or waiver of, 328
account or enquiry directed, 332,
334–335
application for any time, 316
by consent, 329
corrections, 339
date and name of judge, 317
date effective, 322
enforcement (See enforcement of
judgments and orders)
entry of, 326–327
errors, 339
formal contents, 315, 317, 338
further directions or relief after
entry, 330
includes decree, 5(1)(j)
mandamus, 437
numbered paragraphs, 315
settling minutes, by registrar or
clerk, 318
appointment, 319
hearing, 320
signing, 321
approval, Court of Appeal, 323
approval, Queen's Bench, 323.1
when affidavit required, 324
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waiver or abandonment of, 328
when condition not complied with,
328
See also judgments and orders
originating notice, 410
defined, 5(1)(k)
action improperly begun by, 560
administration proceedings, 412
affidavit, proof by, 261(3)
amending, 129(3)
availability, 410, 412–414
beneficiary, 413
commencing proceedings by, 6(2),
410
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 340.1
contents, 88–89, 405
creditor of estate, 413
directions, 407
divorce, corollary relief, 574.1
endorsements, 89
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 340.1
entitlement upon future event, 297
estate, 413
formal requirements, 88–89
infant's property, 581
intestacy, 413
judgment, 409
judicial review, 753.03
oral evidence, 407
order, 409
perpetuating testimony, 297
proof by affidavit, 261(2)
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act, 731
reciprocal enforcement of United
Kingdom judgments, 736.3
service, 406, 408
striking out, 129(3)
trust, 413
parentage, See also Family Law Act
matters
affidavit of records
time for filing and serving, 187(5)
appeals, A.CPD.Form N
notice to disclose, FN2
notice to reply to written
interrogatories, FN6

parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
Parentage and Maintenance Act,
586.3(1)(b)(ii), FN1.1
parenting after separation seminar,
FN1
applicable proceedings, FN1.1–3
certificate of attendance, FN1.5,
FN1.7
exemptions, FN1.9–10
notice, FN1.4
sanctions, FN1.8
time to attend, FN1.2–3, FN1.5
video watching, FN1.6
parenting experts, independent, FN7
definitions
assessments, FN7.27
bi-lateral custody assessment,
FN7.42
interventions, FN7.19
parent, FN7.42
parenting experts, FN7.42
application for case management,
requirement, FN7.11
applications prohibited until reports
issued, provision for, FN7.16
appointment of expert, FN7.8
assessment reports, FN7.34–41
as evidence, FN7.37–39
compellable witness, FN7.38
confidentiality, FN7.40–41
conflict of interest, FN7.39
direction by Court, FN7.34
disclosure, FN7.35–36, FN7.40–
41
orders for additional assessments,
FN7.39
self-representation, FN7.36
assessments, FN7.26–33
definition, FN7.27
additional assessments, FN7.33
appointment of experts, FN7.26
direction from Court, FN7.29
evidence, FN7.29–31
order to non-party for production
of information to expert,
FN7.31
recommendations re
psychological testing,
FN7.28
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termination, FN7.32
Child, Youth and Family
Enhancement Act, not to
apply, FN7.5
complaints to professional bodies,
FN7.18
confidentiality, FN7.25, FN7.40–41
disclosure, FN7.23, FN7.25,
FN7.35–36, FN7.40–41
failure to cooperate, FN7.14–15
funding and fees, FN7.12, FN7.15
interventions
definition, FN7.19
communication with Court,
FN7.23
confidentiality, FN7.25
disclosure, FN7.23
order for intervention, FN7.20
order for parenting arrangements,
FN7.22
self-representation, FN7.23
termination of, FN7.24
types of, FN7.21
written resolutions, FN7.22
notice by expert of intention to seek
Court direction, FN7.14–15
parental consent, FN7.17
professional bodies, FN7.4
roles of expert, FN7.9
use of expert report, FN7.13
withdrawal from intervention or
assessment, FN7.14–15
parenting orders, See Family Law
Act matters
parent or guardian
service of documents on, 18
parole eligibility, QB criminal rules
(tab)
application, Rule 1–3
Chief Justice, materials to, Rule 4(1)
dismissal, Rule 4(2)
evidence
adducing, Rule 6–7
admissibility, Rule 9
affidavit, cross-examination, Rule
4(8)(b)
affidavit, proof by, Rule 4(8)(b)
outline before hearing, Rule
4(8)(a)

transcript of trial and sentencing,
Rule 8
hearing
attendance of applicant, Rule
4(8)(c)
disclosure of documents, Rule
4(7)
jury, addressing, Rule 11–12
jury, empanelling, Rule 4(6), Rule
5
judicial screening, Rule 4(3)–(6)
orders, Rule 13
rejection, Rule 10
particulars
bills of exchange, 124
breach of trust, 115
demand for, 117
denial not to be evasive, 126
denial of contract, 123
different version, 121
executorship, 127
fraud, 109, 113, 115
further and better, 117
knowledge, 113
malice, 113
misrepresentation, 115
money demands, 125
promissory note, 124
trusteeship, 127
undue influence, 115
wilful default, 115
parties
See joinder of parties and causes of
action; misjoinder of parties
parties under a disability, 58–65
service, 17–19, 56(4)
partners, partnerships
See firm
party, defined, 41.4(1), 187(3)
party-and-party costs, 600–612
definitions, 600
award, factors and orders, 601
barrister and solicitor may be liable,
602
conduct money, 612
damages, amount to be stated, 606
infant, 603
interlocutory proceedings, 607
person of unsound mind, 603
Schedule C, 601, 601.1, 605
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set-off, 604
settlement and, 611
solicitor may be liable, 602
solicitor's lien for costs, 604
taxation
after judgment, 640
bill of costs to be produced, 638
disbursements, proof of, 642
failure to appear, 639
set-off or delay of allowance, 641
passing accounts
liquidators, 803–805
receivers, 464
See also accounts
payment into Court
administration proceedings, 414(b)
after filing an appeal, 518.1
after offer to settle, 170(2)(a)
by defendant, 166, 170(2)(a)
certificate for, 691(3)
compromise not admission, 171
costs, 174
credit from date of payment, 175(3)
enforcement, 343
garnishee summons, 481
payment out, 178
plaintiff's acceptance, 167
possession of property, 469
preservation and inspection of
property, 469
property sale, 467
real property sale, 691(2)
receipt from clerk, 175(2)
required by civil enforcement
agency, 432(1)(a)
security for replevin, 430(c)
settlement offer, after, 170(2)(a)
suspense account, 181
tender before action, 92
trust account, 175(2)
Trustee Act, 177
unclaimed balance, 181
winding up, 788
payment out from Court, 178
consent, 599
garnishee summons, 478, 481.1
interest earned, 180
security for costs, 599
peace officers; fee exemption, 586.05
perpetuating testimony, 297

personal property, recovery of
See replevin
Personal Property Registry
See enforcement of judgments and
orders
person of unsound mind
adding as party, 56(4)
capacity of litigant, 5.12(b)
costs between parties, 603
default judgment, 142
defending and suing, 60
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 344
guardian ad litem solicitor acting as,
603, 622–623
money paid into Court, 182
money to be paid into Court, 344(1)
next friend, 60
service of documents, 19
service on, 19
petition
defined, 5(1)(l)
action improperly begun, 560
adjournment
chambers to Court, 707
Court to chambers, 707
affidavits
filing and service, 310
proof by, 261(3)
commencement of action, 6(3)
examination of witness, 266
pleadings, 5(1)(m)
reciprocal enforcement and, 730
striking out or amending, 129(3)
winding up (See winding up)
photographs
certificate of authentication,
699.1(2)
in evidence, 699.1(1)
when inadequate, 699.1(3)
place of entry of appeal
filing in Queen's Bench, 514(3)–(5)
filing of documents, 514(2)
production of court file, 513
place of trial, 6.1
pleadings
adding plaintiff or next friend, 38(4)
admission, silence is not, 119
amendment
at trial, 139
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by consent, 135
by Court, 133
class action, 41.3
costs, 140
disallowing, 131
endorsement, 137
leave, 132
delivery, 138
time allowed after order, 134
method of writing, 136
of defect or error, 133
record of, 140
time for delivery, 138
without leave, 130
add, remove or substitute party,
130(1.1)
costs for party removal,
130(1.2)
disallowing, 131
close of, 103
contents
address for service, 5(1)(b), 88
alternative pleading, 111
contract, denial of, 123
damages, amount of money to be
stated, 606
denial
bills of exchange etc., 124
condition precedent, 108
contract, 123
facts, different version, 121
not to be evasive, 126
denial deemed, 100
endorsement, 88(1)(e)
facts, summarized, 104
formal requirements, 87–91
implied
denial of condition precedent,
108
incorporation, 122
length of trial, 87(c.1)
notice to defendant, 88(1)(e)
presumption of law, 107
residence, 88(1)(c), 88(1)(e)
costs
after confession to defence, 110
amendment, 131
facts not admitted, 128
need not be claimed, 120
new defence, 110(3)
0.0.63

counterclaim
defined, 5(1)(f)
against non-party, 94
against whom, 93(1)
continuing after stay, etc., of
plaintiff's action, 96
cross-action, same effect as, 93(3)
defence to, 86(3), 93(5)
joined with statement of defence,
93(4)
judgment for balance, 97
or set-off, 93(2)
trial may be separate, 95
without defence, 98
defence of tender, 92
defence to counterclaim, defined,
5(1)(g)
denial
promise, 123
promissory note, 124
electronic material guidelines
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
default standards, CN14.4.1.1
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
electronic trial, glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
filing of record of pleadings,
CN14.7.3
facts, 104, 121
formal requirements (See pleadings,
contents)
in appeal records, 530(1)(a),
530.3(a)
in the alternative, 111
joinder of issue
denial deemed, 100
implied after defence, 102
leave required after reply, 101
restrictions, 99
matter arising after action started,
110
mental state, 113
money demands, 125
notice alleged, 114
numbers, 105
particulars, 115–118
point of law, 112
presumption of law, 107
promise alleged, 123
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promissory note, 124
quoting documents and
conversations, 106
relief need not be claimed, 120
representatives, naming, 5.12(b)
requirements (See pleadings,
contents; pleadings, specific
pleading or particulars)
silence not admission, 19
specific pleading or particulars
bills of exchange, 124
breach of trust, 115
damages, 200 words, 116
debt, 200 words, 116
denial not to be evasive, 126
denial of contract, 123
different version, 121
executorship, 127
fraud, 109, 113, 115
knowledge, 113
limitation period, 109
malice, 113
misrepresentation, 115
money demands, 125
promissory note, 124
release, 109
trusteeship, 127
undue influence, 115
wilful default, 115
striking out
defence, effect, 147
grounds, 129
summary of facts, 104
surprise, and specific pleading,
109(b)
tender before action, 92
time for delivery
after particulars, 118
answer to pleading, 86
defence or demand of notice, 85
includes filing and service, 84
of amended pleading, 138
See also electronic material
guidelines
points of law
See issues of law or fact
police officers fee exemption, 586.05
potentially discoverable records
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4

See also electronic material
guidelines
pre-judgment enforcement
definitions, 470
attachment order, 470(1)(a)(ii),
472(1)(a)(ii)
issuing garnishee summons,
472(1)(a)(ii)
preliminary point of law
See issues of law or fact
pre-trial conference, 219
agreed facts, CN3.A.3
by telephone, CN3.12
consent
experts conferring, CN3.4(e)
non-parties' attendance, CN3.8(c)
pre-trial judge presiding at trial,
CN3.11
costs, CN3.9
directed to be held, CN3.1
early pre-trial conferences, CPN.A.4
electronic material guidelines
best use of technology, CN14.7.1–
6
checklist for, CN14.Appendix 1
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
equipment, CN14.7.2–3
formats, CN14.7.4–5
facts; written briefs, CN3.5
family law, FN5
objectives, FN5.A
procedure, FN5.B
summary, FN5.C
in place of case management, CN1.5
judge, CN3.14
communication with, CN3.8
powers of, CN3.4
jury trial, CN2.7
presiding at trial, CN3.11
jury trial, CN2.9
master, CN3.14–CN3.15
matters to be considered, CN3.2–
CN3.3
memorandum of, CN3.5, CN3.Form
A
notice to Trial Coordinator, CN3.5
orders, CN3.7
non-compliance, CN3.10
powers of judge, CN3.4
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jury trial, CN2.7
purposes, CN3
report, CN1.33
scheduling, CN3.5
streamlined procedure, 665
when required, CN4.5
written briefs, CN3.5
See also electronic material
guidelines
pre-trial conference, early, CPN.A.4
printing and size, 700
priorities
property seized, 458(2)
settling, 410(c)(ii)
See also interpleader
prisoner
appeals (See also habeas corpus)
as witness, 296
cost of attendance, A.CPD.E4
presence of, 840(6), A.CPD.E4
presence of, by telephone or
video-conference,
A.CPD.E.4
represented by counsel,
A.CPD.E2, A.CPD.E4(b)
custody of, 296
discharge of (See habeas corpus)
examination of, 296
privilege
claimed for record, 187.1(2)(b), 196
discovery of records, 187.1(2)(b),
196
procedural, maintenance or
children's rights appeals,
A.CPD.J
abandonment, deemed, A.CPD.J.12
adjournments, A.CPD.J.7
appeal records
contents, A.CPD.J.6
filing and service, A.CPD.J.5,
A.CPD.J.8(b), A.CPD.J.9
application of other parts to,
A.CPD.J.116
application of Part J to,
A.CPD.J.2(a)–(b),
A.CPD.J.2(d)
attendance of counsel, A.CPD.J.11
book of authorities, A.CPD.J.8
cross appeals, A.CPD.J.13
deemed abandonment, A.CPD.J.12

definition and scope, A.CPD.J.2
factums, A.CPD.J.7
generally, A.CPD.J.1
leave to appeal, A.CPD.J.3
list
posting of list, A.CPD.J.10
procedural fixed hearing list,
A.CPD.J.4
sitting schedule, A.CPD.J.10
striking from list and restoration,
A.CPD.J.12
modification, A.CPD.J.15
restoration after striking,
A.CPD.J.12
substantive rights, definition of,
A.CPD.J.2(c)
time computation, A.CPD.J.14
transcripts, A.CPD.J.5
variance, A.CPD.J.15
procedure book, 719, 721
defined, 5(1)(n)
defendant in default, 142
fiats, 338(1)
noting; filing and issuing, 8(3)
satisfaction of judgment, 333(1)
third party in default, 72(1)
procedure on default
See default, procedure on
process issuer
book, 720
"clerk" includes, 5(1)(c)
commencing proceedings in office
of, 715(2)
duties, 718, 720
issuing statement of claim, 717
seal, 718
temporary delegate, 714(1)
See also officers and offices
proctor
leave to intervene in divorce, 567.1
procedure, 567
production of records
See discovery of records
prohibition, 441, 738
See also judicial review
property
authority to enter, 468(c)
detention, 468(a)
inspection, 468(a)
interim custody, 467
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payment into Court, 467
preservation, 467, 468(a)
protection of person from loss or
damage, 468
sale, 467
samples, observation or experiment,
468(d)
See also real estate
prosecution
delay in, 243–244
malicious, CN2.Sched.A
Protection Against Family Violence
Act, 578.2, 586.2(2), 703(2)–(3)
protection orders
affidavit, 578.1(a)
civil contempt and, 703(2)–(3)
notice of order, 578.3
notice of review, 578.1
police enforcement clause, CPN.D.6
questionnaire, 578.2
waiver of fees for court officers,
586.2, 586.05
See also restraining orders
protocol
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
pseudonyms, use of
application to restrict media
reporting or public access,
CN12
criminal, publication ban, CrN4
application of ban, CrN4.1
application procedures, CrN4.2–4
application to seal or set aside
sealing order, CrN4.7
definition of "interested parties,"
CrN4.2
directions for service, CrN4.5
pseudonyms, use of
criminal, publication ban, CrN4
psychologists
See College of Alberta
Psychologists; parenting
experts, independent
public access to information,
restriction of
See access to information, restriction
of

publication
account of debts, claims or
liabilities, 332(2)
inquiry for heirs, 332(2)
liquidators (See winding up,
advertisements)
trial lists, 242
winding-up (See winding up,
advertisements)
publication ban
civil, CN12
application to seal or unseal file,
CN12.9
compliance before hearing,
CN12.7
directions for service, CN12.5
failure to comply, CN12.8
filing of notice, CN12.3,
CN12.Form A
interested parties, defined,
CN12.2, CN12.6
judge to hear, CN12.4
notice to the media, CN12.3
time for application, CN12.3
criminal, CrN4
application of ban, CrN4.1
application procedures, CrN4.2–4
application to seal or set aside
sealing order, CrN4.7
definition of "interested parties,"
CrN4.2
directions for service, CrN4.5
Public Trustee
infant's estate, disposition of, 581–
583
service of documents
infant, 17(2)
infant's estate, disposition of, 581
missing person, 23(5)
Public Trustee Act, 23(5)
questions of law or fact
See issues of law or fact
Quicklaw case databases,
CN.2/01/02
quo warranto, 738
See also judicial review
RCMP fee exemption, 586.05
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real estate sale, mortgage, partition
or exchange
Civil Enforcement Act applies, 494.1
out of Court, 497
payment into Court, 497
power of Court, 495
approval, 498
directions, 496
receiver
bond, 463(1)
compensation for, 463(2), 464(3)
evidence required, 692
foreclosure, 686(3)(g)
passing accounts, 464(1)
directions of Court, 464(3)
disallowance of salary, 464(3)
payment of balance due, 464(2)
payment of interest, 464(3)
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act, 730–735
affidavit and copy of judgment, 732
ex parte application, 730
originating notice required, 731
service of notice of registration, 734
setting aside registration, 735
style of cause, 733
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Maintenance Orders Act,
385.1(12)
reciprocal enforcement of UK
judgments
definitions, 736.1
affidavit, required contents, 736.4
appeal by creditor after ex parte
application, 736.8
appeal when order made on notice,
736.9
application, by originating notice,
736.3
Court order, 736.6
ex parte application, 736.5
grounds for decision, 736.10
scope, 736.2
setting aside, 736.7
style of cause, 736.3
record
amendment, 139(2), 140
delivery to party, 240
divorce, uncontested, 236(5)
electronic records

application for access, CN14.2.7.2
application for dispute resolution,
CN14.2.7.3, CN14.4.1
application for use of guidelines,
CN14.2.7, CN14.2.7.1
best use of technology,
CN14.2.5.3
checklist for, CN14.Appendix 1
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
default standards, CN14.4
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
order for electronic trial,
CN14.2.8
use of electronic material
guidelines, CN14.2.5.3
evidence not to be called, 219.1(2)
filing for use of judge, 239
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
judicial review, 753.12(2), 753.14
registrar's, 723
solicitor, removal of, 555
third party pleadings, 71(2.1)
See also audio-visual recording;
discovery of records;
electronic material guidelines
record ID
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
recovery
claim for, 149
land, 352(a), 361
money, 352(b), 683(a)(i)
replevin, 427
specific property, 364
redaction
glossary, electronic material,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
referee, 403
appeals from, 499–500
clerk, as, 719(k)
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discovery, supervision of,
216.1(2)(n)
inquiries, 424
inspection, 424
pre-trial conferences and, 665(1)
procedure, 425
report of, 426
venue, 424
view, 424
See also inquiry
reference
contingent fee agreement to judge,
619(2)
Court directing, 159(5)
from taxing officer, 600(2), 634, 654
report, 426
winding up, 808
registered mail, defined, 5(1)(n.1)
Registrar of Court of Appeal
appeal records
duties, 723
examining, 534
exhibits, 537.2(2), 699,
A.CPD.C3, A.CPD.C.3
fiat for noncompliance, 530.6
appointing substitute, 714
as taxing officer, defined, 5(1)(s.1)
certifying judgment, 528(2)
computer generated document, 5.11
court file, production of, 513
discontinuance of appeal, 525(2)
documents filed with, 506, 514(2)
documents forwarded from Queen's
Bench, 514(3)–(5)
duties, 723
electronic copy of evidence,
A.CPD.K
emergency directions (See
emergency directions, Court of
Appeal)
entering cases on General Appeal
List, 515.1(1)
exhibits, return of, 699(3)
factums
electronic versions of, A.CPD.K
examining, 540(9)
filing, 538
fiat for appeal record, 530.6
fiat for sentence appeal factum,
A.CPD.I.4(h)

fiat for sentence appeal record,
A.CPD.I.4(j)
nonconforming documents, 530.6,
543(2), 700(2)
notice of appeal filed with, 506
notice of motion, time to file,
A.CPD.F1
notice of motion for new evidence,
time to file, 516.2
original documents, 5(13)
production of court file, 513
release of judgments, A.CPD.G
sentence appeal records,
A.CPD.I.4(c)–(e)
settling judgments and orders, 318
adjournment, 320
appointment, 319
costs, 320
ex parte, 320
hearing, 320
signing judgments and orders,
321(1)
taxing officer, defined, 5(1)(s.1)
winding up, 794
documents available for
inspection, 797
documents filed with, 794
fees, 809
See also Court of Appeal; officers
and offices
regulation by analogy, 4
relevance
discovery of records, 186.1
examination for discovery, 200(1.2)
renewal
garnishee summons (See
garnishment)
judgment, 331
statement of claim, 11
replevin, 427–436
bond, sureties, 235
bond required, 432–433
default judgment, 436
defendant, application for relief, 431
defendant, property returned to, 434
powers of Court, 430
procedure, 428
return order and statement, 435
reply
defined, 5(1)(o)
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to defence to counterclaim, defined,
5(1)(p)
reporter
See court reporters; officers and
offices
representation
by agent, 5.4, 20
by solicitor, 5.2
self-representation, 5.3
representatives
administration proceeding, nonrepresentative at, 415(2)
death, and no personal
representative, 50
for class, 51
for corporation
at pre-trial conference, CN3.4(c)
examination for discovery, 200.1
for deceased person, 50–51
pleadings, naming in, 5.12(b)
winding up, for class, 799, 800(3)
residence, residency
as address for service, 5(1)(b)
commencing an action, 6.1
defendant, 88(1)(d), 90
demand of notice, 90
divorce
corollary relief orders, 574.1
undefended, affidavit, 569(d)
multi-jurisdictional proceedings, use
of electronic material
guidelines, CN14.2.3.5
partners, pleadings, 80(3)
plaintiff, 88(1)(c)
ex parte restraining order, FN4
service
Civil Enforcement Act, 353
defendant out of jurisdiction, 20
telecopier, 16.1
sureties, replevin, 435
telephone application, 385.1
winding-up, 760
See also address; electronic material
guidelines
restraining orders, 440.1, FN4
affidavit evidence, FN4.1
appeals, A.CPD.Form N
declaration, FN4.1
ex parte, FN4.2
fact, representations of, FN4.2

form of application, FN4.1, FN4.3
police enforcement clause, CPN.D.6
private chambers
avoided if possible, FN4.2
no oral representations, FN4.2
Protection Against Family Violence
Act, 586.2(2)
tape recorded, FN4.2
waiver of fees for court officers,
586.2, 586.05
See also protection orders
retainer agreement
provided to taxing officer, 646(1)
return
See judicial review
Rules of Court
defined, includes forms, 5(1)(q)
amendment and new rules, 964
analogy, use of, 4
application of, 3, CN.GCM.13
citing, 1
coming into force, 2
rush divorces, CPN.D.1
sale and disposal
See enforcement of judgments and
orders; real estate sale,
mortgage, partition or
exchange
sanctions
See civil contempt
satisfaction piece (satisfaction of
judgment), 333
Saturdays and holidays, 545, 547,
550
scandalous; striking out material in
affidavit, 307
schedules
See electronic material guidelines
sealing order, partial
civil, CN12
application to seal or unseal file,
CN12.9
compliance before hearing,
CN12.7
failure to comply, CN12.8
filing of notice, CN12.3,
CN12.Form A
interested parties, defined,
CN12.2, CN12.6
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judge to hear, CN12.4
notice to the media, CN12.3
time for application, CN12.3
criminal, CrN4
application of ban, CrN4.1
application procedures, CrN4.2–4
application to seal or set aside
sealing order, CrN4.7
definition of "interested parties,"
CrN4.2
directions for service, CrN4.5
secured party, notice by, 460.1
security
foreclosure, 683, 690(2)(d)
for solicitor's fees, 624
interpleader, 443(7)
personal property as, 469
receiver, 463
replevin, 430(c)
security interest, 459
solicitor-and-client costs, 624
winding up, 761, 765–766, 768
security for costs, 593–599
application, 594
bond, 597
divorce, 577.2
nullity of marriage, 578(4)
on appeal, 524(1)
order, contents of, 596
order, refusal of, 595
payment out, 599
varying the security, 598
when required, 593
seduction, CN2.Sched.A
selection of corporate
representative, 200.1
self-representation, 5.3
senior judge, 503
sentence appeal record
appendices, A.CPD.I.4.1(g)–(h),
A.CPD.I.5(f)
ban on publication,
A.CPD.I.4(h)(ii)(5)
book of authorities, A.CPD.D,
A.CPD.I.6 (See also book of
authorities (for appeal))
filing; copies, A.CPD.I.6(i),
A.CPD.I.8–9
format, A.CPD.I.6
generally, A.CPD.D
0.0.70

joint books, A.CPD.I.6(b)
separate books, A.CPD.I.6(c)
Certificate of Preparer,
A.CPD.I.4(h)(ii)(6)
Certificate of Transcript,
A.CPD.Form J,
A.CPD.I.4(f)(i)(5)
contents, A.CPD.I.4
electronic copies, A.CPD.I.4(i)
evidence, A.CPD.I.4(f)
extracts of key evidence
exhibits, A.CPD.I.4.1(f)
filing; copies, A.CPD.I.4.1(d),
A.CPD.I.8–9
format, A.CPD.I.4.1(e)
generally, A.CPD.I.4.1
factums, A.CPD.I.5 (See also
factums, Court of Appeal)
appellant's sentence factum, filing
and serving, A.CPD.I.8
appendix contents and format,
A.CPD.I.5(f)
contents, A.CPD.I.5(a)–(b)
electronic version, A.CPD.K
filing; copies, A.CPD.I.5(g),
A.CPD.I.8–9
format, A.CPD.Form L,
A.CPD.I.5(c)
list of authorities and citations,
A.CPD.I.5(e)
nonconforming; fiat,
A.CPD.I.5(h)
questionnaire, A.CPD Form B,
A.CPD.I.5(a), A.CPD.I.7
signatures, A.CPD.I.5(d)
time estimated for argument,
A.CPD.I.5(d)
filing, A.CPD.I.4(c)–(e),
A.CPD.I.8–9
filing, appeal digest, A.CPD.I.5(h)
filing, delay in legal aid
appointment, A.CPD.I.10
filing, time, A.CPD.I.4(k)
final documents, A.CPD.I.4(a)(i)(2),
A.CPD.I.4(h)(ii)
format, A.CPD.I.4
question and answer format,
A.CPD.I.4(f)(ii)
Lawyer's Certificate,
A.CPD.I.4(h)(ii)(7)
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nonconforming records,
A.CPD.I.4(j)
notice of appeal, A.CPD.I.4(h)(ii)(3)
ordering of, A.CPD.I.4(k)
page numbers, A.CPD.I.4(a)(iv)
paper copies, A.CPD.I.4(b)–(b.2)
pleadings, A.CPD.I.4(a)(i)(1),
A.CPD.I.4(h)(i)
questionnaire, A.CPD Form B,
A.CPD.I.5(a), A.CPD.I.7
sections, A.CPD.I.4(a)(i)
volumes, A.CPD.I.4(a)(iii),
A.CPD.I.4(h)–(i)
See also criminal sentence appeals
sequestration, writ of, 365–366
service of documents
address for, 24
address for, defined, 5(1)(b)
affidavit of records, 187(5)–(6)
agreement between parties, 21
appeal records, 530.5, 537.1(4)
by telecopier, 16.1
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 353(5)–(6)
commencing documents, 14
contingency fee agreement, 616(4)
corporation, 15
default judgment, 145
dispensing with, 23
document exchange, 26
electronic documents, CN14.5.1
enforcement of judgments and
orders, 353
ex juris, 30–31.1
third party notice, 70
frustrated service, 28
garnishee summons, 473
guardian or parent, 18
holidays (See holidays and
Saturdays)
individual, 15
infant, 18
in foreclosure, 686
judgment creditor, 29
missing person, 23(5)
notice of appeal, 510, 516.1,
A.CPD.F.2
office closed, 28
on agent, 20
on debtor, 460.1

on firm, 15
on solicitor, 16, 25
originating notice, 406, 408
outside Alberta, 30–31.1
parent or guardian, 18
personal service, 14
person of unsound mind, 19
registered mail, 22
Saturday (See holidays and
Saturdays)
setting aside service of statement of
claim, 27
statement of proposed distribution,
353(4.1)
subsequent documents, 26
substitutional service, 23
third party notice, ex juris, 70
third party notices and pleadings, 67
under Winding-up Act, 802
See also electronic material
guidelines
set-off
balance of counterclaim, 97
counterclaim or, 93
delay in prosecution and, 244.2
for damages or costs, 604
solicitor's lien and, 604
taxation and, 638(1)(a)
setting aside
applications and motions, 389–390
decision or act, judicial review,
753.05
default judgment, 157–158
ex parte judgment or order, 158
fresh step and, 559
irregularities, 558–559
non-compliance and irregularities,
559–561.01
order, 390(2)
promptness required, 559
registration of foreign judgment,
735
registration of United Kingdom
judgment, 736.7
statement of claim, 27
third party notice, 68
setting aside judgment
See default, procedure on
setting down for trial
See entry for trial
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settlement
compromise using Court process,
170
costs and, CN2.9(a)(ix)
payment into Court after offer,
170(2)(a)
pre-trial conference and, CN3.1(e),
CN3.2(a)
taxation after, 611
winding up, list of contributories,
780
See also admissions; agreements;
consent
sexual abuse allegations, FN8
applicable proceedings, FN8.1,
FN8.9
case management, FN8.7–8
early trial date, FN8.8
notice, FN8.2, FN8.Form 1
reports to be sealed, FN8.6
special investigator, FN8.3–5,
FN8.Form 2
special investigator's report, FN8.4,
FN8.Form 3
specialized referral report, FN8.5
sheriff
See civil enforcement agency
shorthand
definition, official court reporter,
5(1)(i.1)(i–ii), 859(4)
and video-recording, 280.1
commissions, 279–281
depositions, 211–212
evidence, transcript as, 729
examination for discovery, 211–212
exhibits, extracts for, 206
fees for, 727
proceedings, record of, 724–725
reporter, powers of, 728
signature
blind deponent, 302(c)
defendant's consent to damages, 436
foreign officer's, 736.1(b)
illiterate deponent, 302(c)
prima facie proof, 231
printed name required, 5.1
reporter's transcript, not required for,
729
size of documents, 700
slander

See defamation
slip rules
affidavit, irregularity of form, 306
garnishee summons, 472(5)
judgments or orders, errors in, 339
judicial review, technical defect,
753.07
omission to prove fact or document,
249
setting aside or amending, 558
action improperly begun, 560
deviation from prescribed form,
561.01
pleadings and proceedings not
defeated by defect of form,
561
promptly, no fresh step, 559
See also error/mistake/slip
small claims
appeals, entry for trial, CN4.9
appeal to Court of Appeal, 505(4)
in Queen's Bench (See streamlined
procedure)
social workers
See Alberta College of Social
Workers; parenting experts,
independent
solicitor-and-client costs
See lawyer and client charges
solicitors
acting as trustee, guardian, executor,
mortgagee, 622–623
action started by, 557
appeals, appointment continuing,
507
ceasing to act, 507, 555–556
change of, 544
charging order, 625
civil contempt
failing to declare whether started
action, 557
failure to return excess costs, 658
neglecting to notify client, 197
not filing statement of defence or
demand of notice, 703(e)
notifying client of application,
702(3)
contingent fee agreements, 615
confidentiality, 617
death of solicitor, 621
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filing, 617
review by clerk or judge, 619
void provisions, 620
writing required, 616
costs between parties, may be liable
for, 602
death, 621
fees (See lawyer and client charges)
lien, 625
representation by, 5.2
service upon, 16, 25
taxation of accounts, 614, 643–654
definitions, 643
action for costs due, 626
bill
details required, 645
failure to present, 648
must be signed, 644
proof of delivery, 650
contingent fee agreement, 615,
617–619, 621
delivery of documents, order for,
649
order of Court, 651
payment in advance, 624
procedure, 654
reasonable; factors, 613
re-taxation only when ordered,
652
security taken, 624
service on solicitor, 648
title of applications, 653
who may request, 643.1
withdrawing from record, 554–555
See also bill of costs
special applications
act not providing procedure, 394
ex parte, 395
restraining order, 440.1
trial list, CN4.7
special case, 232
See also issues of law or fact
special chambers applications, CN.6,
FN3.B
defined, CN6.1(b)
adjournment, CN6.9–CN6.10
briefs, CN8
facts, CN6.B.8
family law, FN3.B

adjournment, FN3.B.6–7,
FN3.B.12
affidavits, FN3.B.4
Chambers Clerk, definition,
FN3.B.1
costs, FN3.A.4
filing, FN3.B.8–9
filing late, FN3.B.11
hearing time estimate, FN3.B.2,
FN3.B.6
information sheets, FN3.B.3
letter of issues, FN3.B.10
notice of motion or claim,
FN3.B.6–7
service, FN3.B.7, FN3.B.9–10
statements, FN3.B.4
time limits, FN3.B.2
viva voce evidence, FN3.B.5
family law matters excluded,
CN6.1(b)
filing, CN6.4, CN6.6
hearing times, CN6.3
service, CN6.4–6.5
trial list, CN4.7
viva voce evidence, CN6.2
specific performance
See foreclosure
spousal support, See Family Law Act
matters
spousal support waivers, CPN.D.7
spouse, claims by or against, 34
standing, 5.2–5.4
stated case, 232
statement of claim
defined, 5(1)(r)
adding defendant, 39
commencing proceedings, 6
concurrent, 10
divorce, 563
endorsements, 88
extension, 11
firm, execution against, 82
in force, 11
issue may not be joined on, 99
lost, 9
mandamus, 438
notice to defendant, 88
partner, execution against, 82
partner in a firm served with, 81
place of trial, 237
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renewal, 11
setting aside, 27
striking out, 129
third party notice served with, 66
time for defence, 85
See also default, procedure on;
discontinuance of action;
pleadings; summary judgment
statement of defence
defined, 5(1)(s)
amended, 130(3)
by new defendant, 39(2)
default, 16(2), 142
divorce, 565–565.1, 568
examination of defendant, 203
issuer identified, 90
joinder implied, 102
joined with counterclaim, 93(4)
solicitor not filing, 16(2), 703(e)
summary judgment, 159
third party's, 71(2), 75(1), 85(2)
time for delivery, 85(1)
statement of proposed distribution
service of, 353(4.1)
statutes
acts not providing procedure for
application (See special
applications)
Adult Interdependent Relationships
Act, 586.3(1)(c)
Arbitration Act, 410
Carriage by Air Act (Canada), 30(o)
Child, Youth and Family
Enhancement Act,
586.3(1)(b)(ii), FN9
Civil Enforcement Act, 340–340.1,
341, 353–356, 359, 368, 380–
382, 383.1, 385.1, 442–443,
458, 470(2), 474–476, 478–
479, 481, 494.1
Contributory Negligence Act, 77
Corrections Act, 704.1
Defamation Act, 173
Dependent Adults Act, 60–61
Divorce Act, 385.1(12), 499, 505,
561.1, 562.2, 586.3(1)(b)(ii),
FN1.1, FN2, FN9
Domestic Relations Act,
586.3(1)(b)(ii), FN1.1
Evidence Act, 261

Family Law Act, FN1.1, FN2,
FN3.A.3.B, FN3.A.4.B
Fraudulent Conveyances, 359
Fraudulent Preferences, 359
International Conventions
Implementation Act, 736.1
Interpretation Act, 736.6
Limitation of Actions Act, 331
limitations, must be pleaded, 109
Local Authorities Election Act, 813–
815
Maintenance Enforcement Act,
476(7)
Matrimonial Property Act,
561.1(c.1), 586.3(1)(b)(ii),
FN2
Mental Health Act, 704.1
Minors' Property Act, 581
National Defence Act (Canada),
586.05(1)(e)
Parentage and Maintenance Act,
586.3(1)(b)(ii), FN1.1
Personal Property Security Act,
460.1
pleading, 109
Police Act, 586.05(1)(b)–(c)
Protection Against Family Violence
Act, 578.2, 586.2(2)
Provincial Offences Procedure Act,
586.05(1)(d)
Public Trustee Act, 23(5)
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act, 730–735
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Maintenance Orders Act,
385.1(12)
reciprocal enforcement of UK
judgments, 736.1
special applications (See special
applications)
Statute of Frauds (See special
applications)
statutes of frauds or limitations, 109,
123
Tort-Feasors Act, 77
Trustee Act, 177, 410
Winding-Up Act, 754–812
stay
appeal judgment, enforcement of,
508
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compromise, acceptance of, 172
discontinued action, for payment of
costs of, 227
interpleader by defendant, 445
of counterclaim proceedings, 164
of decision, judicial review, 753.15
of execution, summary trial,
158.6(1)(b)
of judgment, 341
plaintiff's action
counterclaim continuing, 96
counterclaim without defence, 98
replevin, 431
summary trials, 158.6(1)(b)
taxation despite, 640
stop order, 494
streamlined procedure
affidavit of records, 661
appeals, limitation on, 671
application of, 41.5, 659
case management, 668
certificate of readiness, when not
applying, 672
class action, not to apply, 41.5
consent
admission of affidavit or crossexamination objected to,
664(5)
examination for discovery,
limitation on, 662(4)
electronic material guidelines,
consent, CN14.2.6
evidence
by affidavit, 664
by commission, 664(6)
by examiner, 664(6)
by oral examination in Court,
664(6)
exhibits, 664(7)
examination for discovery,
limitation on, 662
further affidavit, application for, 663
inspection, application for, 663
modification by Court, 660
orders or leave, only on application,
673
pre-trial conference, 665
statement of factual and legal
theory, 666
third party proceedings, 667

written argument, 666
striking out
affidavit of records and, 190.1(a)
affidavits, matters within, 307
family law, FN3.B.4
application, 129
application, lateness or noncompliance, CN6.A.6
claim, any particular, 225(3)
family law
affidavits, matters within,
FN3.B.4
lateness or non-compliance,
FN3.B.11
not attending parenting after
separation seminar, FN1.8
originating notice, 129
parties
defendant, 38(7), 153
judicial review, 753.1
misjoinder, 38(3)
plaintiff, 38(7)
petition, 129(3)
pleadings, or part of
appeal from, 671(1)(a)
defence, 225(4)
result, 147
for civil contempt, 704(1)(d)
grounds, 129
not attending parenting after
separation seminar, FN1.8
petition, 129(3)
special chambers application,
lateness or non-compliance,
FN3.B.11
statement of claim, 129
style of cause, 5.12(b)
affidavit, 298
class action, 41.2
counterclaim against persons other
than plaintiff, 94
defence by non-party, 38(6)
Local Authorities Election Act, 815
person using firm name, 83
Reciprocal Enforcement of
Judgments Act, 733
reciprocal enforcement of United
Kingdom judgments, 736.3
winding up, 754
subpoena
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See summons; trial, witness; warrant
substitutional service, 23
summary conviction appeals, 860.1–
860.9
definitions, 860.1
bail (judicial interim release), 860.7
combined summary and indictable
appeals, A.CPD.E5
costs, A.CPD.E.7
hearing
Court file obtained, 860.4(2)
notice, 860.4(2)
scheduling, 860.4(1)
leave to appeal, A.CPD.F.9
limitation period, 860.3(1)
location of appeal, 860.2(1)–(2)
memorandums filed and served,
860.6
notice of appeal
contents, 860.2(3)
endorsement, 860.2(4)
service, 860.2(2)–(3)
signed, dated and filed, 860.2(1)
orders, 860.9(2)
abridgment or enlargement of
time, 860.8(1)
filing or service of documents,
860.8(1)
notice of application, 860.8(2)
re non-compliance, 860.9(1)
powers of Court, 860.9(2)
service of documents, 860.8(3)
transcript
appellant to obtain, 860.5(1)–(2)
contents, 860.5(3)
sentence only, 860.5(4)
summary judgment
affidavit in support, 159
application for, 159(1)–(2)
by defendant, 159
by plaintiff, 159
counterclaims, 164
divorce and, 159(7)
documentary evidence, 162
effect on other claims, 160
evidence, 159
ex parte application for leave, 161
in emergency, 161
matrimonial property proceeding
and, 159(7)

on any application, 163
where admissions of fact, 162 (See
also default, procedure on)
without prejudice regarding others,
160
summary trial, 158.1–158.7
adjournment, 158.4(1)(a.1)
application for, 158.1, 158.6(3)–(4)
briefs, 158.4(2)(c)
cross-examination, 158.4(2)(b)
determination of suitability,
158.4(1)(a)
directions, 158.6(2), 158.6(5)
dismissal, 158.4(1)(b)
enforcement of judgment,
158.6(1)(b)
evidence
adducing, 158.5
orders regarding, 158.4(2)(a),
158.4(2)(c)
judge
hearing by judge alone, 158.3
preside at full trial only with
consent, 158.7
judgment, 158.6(1)(a)
reply, 158.2
stay, 158.6(1)(b)
summons
garnishee (See garnishment)
originating notice, instead, 404
winding up, 802
See also warrant
sums; figures not words, 105
Sunday
office hours, 28(1)(d)
service of documents, 13(2)
support orders, See Family Law Act
matters
Supreme Court of Canada
appeal record format, 533
documents to disclose proper
jurisdiction and procedures,
A.CPD.E5(g)
entry of judgment, 528(1)
release pending appeal to, 860A(4)
specify grounds for dissent in
appealed judgment, A.CPD.E1
sureties
party to action on contract, 49
replevin bond, 235
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winding up, 768, 803
witness, 294(2)(c)
surprise, and specific pleading,
109(b)
surrogacy, See Family Law Act
matters
suspense account; disposition of
small accounts, 182
taking a view
Court of Appeal, 518
inquiry, 424
judge, 253
jury, 252
referee, 424
trial, 252–253
witness, 252
tape recording
See audio-visual recording
tariff
Court officials, 585
payable in advance, 586
winding up, 809
taxation
generally
against client, 629
appeals, 5(1)
appointment, 630
failure to attend, 632
service of, 631
certificate of taxing officer, 636–
637
excessive or improper costs, 635
fees and disbursements considered
separately, 633
powers of taxing officer, 628
reference to Court, 634
taxing officer, defined, 5(1)(s.1)
where bill consented to by lawyer,
629.1
appeals
amendment of writ of
enforcement, 658
evidence, 656
powers of Court, 657
procedure, 655
time limit, 655
between party and party, 638–642
after judgment, 640
bill of costs to be produced, 638
0.0.77

disbursements, proof of, 642
failure to appear, 639
set-off or delay of allowance, 641
retainer agreement provided to
taxing officer, 646(1)
taxing officer, 646(1)
civil enforcement agency fees, 589
computer generated document,
5.11(4)
conduct money, amount owing, 612
contingent fee agreements, 616, 619
death of solicitor, 621
inspection by taxing officer only,
616(7), 617
non-complying agreement, 618
copies of documents, charges for,
661(6)
costs on appeal, 527
defendant noted in default, 156
foreclosure, 693
between lawyer and client, 643–
654
solicitor-and-client costs, 614, 643–
654
definitions, 643
actions for costs due, 626
bill
details required, 645
failure to present, 648
must be signed, 644
proof of delivery, 650
contingent fee agreement, 615–
619, 621
delivery of documents, order for,
649
order of Court, 651
payment in advance, 624
procedure, 654
reasonable; factors, 613
re-taxation only when ordered,
652
security taken, 624
service on solicitor, 648
title of applications, 653
who may request, 643.1
taxing officer to be provided retainer
agreement, 646
trust or mortgaged property, where
costs payable from, 623
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under Winding-Up Act procedure,
810
See also bill of costs
technical defect
See irregularity
technology
glossary, electronic material
guidelines, CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic databases;
electronic material guidelines
technology, use of
See electronic material guidelines
telecopier
defined, 5(1)(t)
affidavits, original also required,
729.5
approval of judgment or order,
323.1(5)(b)
as address for service, 5(1)(b)(ii)
filing of documents, 729.2
service by, 16.1
conference telephone application,
385.1(8)(b)
enforcement of judgments and
orders
civil enforcement agency,
354(1)(c)
holder of registered interest,
353(6)
holder of writ, 353(5)
validity of copies, 729.4
when permitted, 729.3
telephone
application by, 385.1, CN5.B
application for permission,
385.1(3)–(4)
clerk, co-ordination and
participation, 385.1(9)
consent required, 385.1(2)
costs, 385.1(10)
discretion of Court, 385.1(11),
385.2
filing and issuing material,
385.1(8)
issuing and filing material,
385.1(8)
location of participants, 385.1(5)
order deemed made at QB
location, 385.1(6)

Main Index

personal attendance, when
required, 385.1(7)
requirements, 385.1(2), 385.1(11),
385.2
evidence by, 261.1
for presence of prisoners,
A.CPD.E4(2.1)
pre-trial conference by, CN3.12
tender before action, 92, 173
compromise unavailable, 165
knowledge of Court, 173
therapy
as intervention by parenting experts,
FN7.21
third party, 66–79
costs, 601(1)
default, 72
judgment against, 73–74
defence, statement of
contents, 71(2)
deemed admissions, 71(3)–(4)
plaintiff's reply, 71(2.1)
time limitation, 71(1)
defence to notice of
amending without leave, 130(5)
time for, 85(2), 86(1)
delay in prosecution of action, 243.1
directions, 75(2), 76
documents in possession of nonparty, 209
fourth party, 69
in streamlined procedure, 667
notice, 66
appeal from order striking, 671(a)
contents, 66(2)
defendant serving, 66(1)
endorsements, 66(3)
filing, 66(4)
form, 66(3)
issue may not be joined, 99
joinder of issue, 5(1)(h)
service, 67
service outside Alberta, 70
setting aside, 68
time limitations, 66(4), 67
party to action, 75(1)
time to defend, 71
tried with main action, 75
time
abridging or enlarging, 548
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affidavit, filing and serving,
314.1(2)
consent, 549
delay in prosecution of action,
244.4(g)
discovery, streamlined procedure,
662(4)
discovery of records, 187, 188.1
divorce, appeal from order,
577.3(b)
factums, delivery of, 539(1)
family law, notice to disclose,
FN2.2
missed deadlines, 670
parole eligibility application
QB criminal rules (tab)
parole eligibility application, QB
criminal rules (tab), Rule
13(a)
stay of judgment, 341(1)
summary conviction appeals,
860.8(1)
taxation, 628(f)
unavailable
admissions, reply to notice,
230(2)
admissions, written opinion,
230.1(4)
delay in prosecution, 243(3)
judicial review, setting aside
decision or act, 753.11(2)
new judgment, motion for,
331(2)
persons not to be called, notice
re, 296.1(6)
reciprocal enforcement, setting
aside, 736.7(2)
reciprocal enforcement of UK
judgments, setting aside,
736.7(2)
statement of claim renewal, 11
winding up, 811
account or inquiry, 332(k) CHECK
adding party, 56
admissions, 230
affidavit, filing and serving,
314.1(2)
affidavit of records, 187
clear days, 546
compromise
0.0.79

defendant's acceptance, 170(5)
plaintiff's acceptance, 168, 169(3)
contingency fee agreement service
of, 616(4)
corrections, 339
days, 546
death of plaintiff, proceeding after,
57(1)
defence, 85
defendant added, 39(2)
delay in prosecution (See delay in
prosecution of action)
delivery of pleadings, 84–86, 118
discovery, 216.1(2)(i)
divorce
appeal, 577.3(b)
corollary relief, notice of motion,
574(2)
defence, counterclaim or demand
of notice, 565.1(2)
rush divorces, CPN.D.1
examination for discovery, 203
selection of corporate
representative, 200.1
exceeding estimate at trial, 255.1
exhibits, return of, 699(2)
expert
examination of, 218(6)
notice to adduce evidence of,
218.1(1)
reply to notice, 218.1(3)
written opinion, 230.1(3)
family law
morning chambers, FN3.A.1
special chambers hearing time
estimate, FN3.B.6
garnishee renewal, 479(2)
holidays and Saturdays, 545, 550
interpleader, 445
judgment, application any time, 316
leave to serve outside Alberta, 31
missed deadlines, 670
money to suspense account, 181(2)
month, 544
motion, service of notice, 392
new judgment, motion for, 331(2)
notice to admit, 230
written opinion, 230.1(3)
office hours, 28(1)(d)
orders
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application any time, 316
rescind or vary after nonappearance, 389
payment to Court officers, 586
persons not to be called, notice re,
296.1(6)
pleadings
after particulars, 118
amending
after order, 131
before close, 130
consent, 135
delivery, 138
disallow, application to, 131
delivery, 84–86, 118
delivery of amended, 138
reciprocal enforcement of UK
judgments, 736.3(2)
setting aside, 736.7(1)
records
discovery of, 187, 188.1
in custody or power, 208
inspection, 188
replevin, return to defendant, 434
rescind or vary order after nonappearance, 389
setting aside, 736.7(1)
setting aside for irregularity, 559
special chambers hearing, CN6.3
statement of claim, 11(1)
Sunday
office hours, 28(1)(d)
service of documents, 13(2)
taxation appeal, 655
third party
defence of, 71(1)
defence to notice of, 85(2)
notice, 66(4), 67
vacation for Court, 552–553
winding up, 759
abridging or enlarging, 811
hearing, notice of, 777
liquidator, appointment of, 763
provisional liquidator,
appointment, 761
settle list, notice of appointment,
780
writ, issuing, 357
time with a child, enforcement of,
See Family Law Act matters

Main Index

title of pleadings
See style of cause
title to property
See property
Tort-Feasors Act, 77
torts
in pleadings (See pleadings)
service outside Alberta, 30(h)
transcripts
appeal records, 530.1–2, 530.5
as contents of filed record, 530(1)
certificate of no oral record,
Schedule A, Forms T–U,
530.1(6), 530.3(b)(ix)
copies, 530.5(2)
electronic copies, 530.2(2),
A.CPD.B4, A.CPD.K
filing and service, 530.5, 537.1(4)
filing of, 530.5(2)
filing of orders for, 530.1(3)–(4)
format, 530.2, 530.4, A.CPD.B1
generally, 530.1
oral evidence, 530.2
oral testimony transcripts, 530.4–
530.5, A.CPD.Form C,
A.CPD.Form D
orders for, 530.1(1)
when required, 530.1(1)
as evidence, 729
commission evidence, 281
copies to parties, 729
court reporter's duties, 724(d)
criminal appeals, transcript as proof,
829
electronic trial, CN14.Appendix 4
examination for discovery, 212(4),
729
parole eligibility hearing, QB
criminal rules (tab), Rule 8
summary conviction appeals
appellant to obtain, 860.5(1)–(2)
contents, 860.5(3)
sentence only, 860.5(4)
See also electronic material
guidelines
transfer of proceedings, 12
family law
to special chambers, FN3.B.6
from chambers to Court, 707
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from Court to chambers, 707
to special chambers or trial list,
CN6.4
translation
foreign judgment, 736.4
foreign process, 584
See also interpreter
trial
defined, CN3.13
adjournment, 251
affidavit, proof of facts by,
261(2)(a)
case management, CN1.2(a)
damage assessment, 251
defamation action, 254
electronic trial, CN14.7
agreed protocols, CN14.4
best use of technology, CN14.2.5,
CN14.2.5.4
checklist, CN14.Appendix 1
costs, CN14.3, CN14.6.1.4.2,
CN14.7.1.6
court documents, CN14.5
default standards, CN14.4,
CN14.7.4
default standards, database fields,
CN14.Appendix 3
definition, glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
discoverable records, CN14.7.5
discovery of records, CN14.6
equipment and software,
CN14.7.1.1
exhibit book, CN14.2.5.4,
CN14.2.8.3, CN14.7.1.3,
CN14.7.4–5
expert reports, CN14.7.1.4
hard copies, availability,
CN14.7.5
in electronic trials, CN14.2.8.3
meeting with eCourt Co-ordinator,
CN14.7.2
order for, CN14.2.7–8
pleadings, CN14.7.3
streamlined procedures, not to
apply, CN14.2.6
submission on best use of
technology, CN14.7.1–2,
CN14.7.2
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third party service providers,
CN14.7.1.2
transcripts, CN14.7.4
estimate of time for, 255.1
exhibits, 699
failure to appear, 245–246, 257
judgment (See judgments and
orders)
judgment at or after trial, 256
jury
address to, 248
answers conflicting or incomplete,
259
disagreement, 258
long
statement in pleading, 87(c.1)
use of electronic material
guidelines, CN14.2.3.4
mode of trial
judge with assessors, 235
judge without jury, 234
new, on appeal, 518(d), 519
nonappearance, 245–246, 257
non-suit, 260
omission to prove fact or document,
249
place of, 6.1
proof of facts by affidavit, 261(2)(a)
retrial, 258–259
taking a view, 252–253
time, exceeding estimate of, 255.1
venue, 6.1
views, 252–253
witness
adverse inference, 296.1
conduct money, 292–293, 295
cross-examination, 255
disallowance of questions, 255
exclusion of, 247
failure to attend, 294
identity protection, CN12
notice to attend, 293
party, calling other, 292
perpetuating testimony, 297
prisoner as witness, 296
vexatious or irrelevant questions,
255
view by, 252
when not called, 296.1
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See also electronic material
guidelines; entry for trial;
evidence
trial date
See entry for trial
trust
administration proceeding, 411, 415
breach, 115, 415(3)
compromise and, 53
costs payable from, taxation, 623
joinder of parties and causes of
action, 44
money in Court, 175
originating notice, 413
taxation of costs, 623
trust account; payment into Court,
175(2)
trustee
address for service, 177
in bankruptcy, joinder of claims, 33
joinder of causes of action, 43
money paid into Court, 177
order for execution of trust, 44–45
relief against, 414
right to claim denied, 127
solicitor acting as, 622–623
See also administration proceedings
Trustee Act, 177, 410
undertaking
solicitor's failure to perform, 16(2),
703(e)–(f)
to defend, 16
Universal Transcript Format
naming conventions for electronic
appeal records, A.CPD.B4
unsound mind, person of
See person of unsound mind
vacation times for Court, 552–553
hearings during, 710
special chambers, filing and service,
FN3.B.9(b)
venue, 6.1, 12, 237
See also judicial centre; judicial
district
very long trials
defined, 5(1)(u), CN1.1(g)
case management, CN1.40–51
application for, CN1.2(b)

duration conference, CN1.41,
CN1.46–51, Forms A–C
duration report, CN1.50–1, Form
C
entry for trial, CN1.51
reply to duration conference
memorandum, CN1.49,
Form B
scheduling conference, CN1.41–
45
costs, 218.5
directions from the Court, 219.1
discovery of records, 189.1
experts
agreement for purpose of trial,
218.9
costs
refusal to accept expert, 218.7
unnecessary experts, 218.5
examination, 218.8
expert evidence, 218.3
experts document, 218.6, CN1.48
in rebuttal, 218.91
number of experts, 218.4
judge
defined, 5(1)(b.1)
powers
penalties, 704(1)(d)
pre-trial conference, 219.1, CN1.5
vexatious
action, 593(1)(g)
costs, 601(1)(g)
excessive, 635(2)
security for, 593(1)(g)
cross-examination, 255
examination for discovery,
216.1(1)(a)
examination of employee, 200(2)
pleading, 129
video recording
admitted in evidence, 261.1
commission evidence, 280.1
view, taking a
Court of Appeal, 518
inquiry, 424
judge, 253
jury, 252
referee, 424
trial, 252–253
witness, 252
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viruses, computer
electronic material guidelines,
CN14.5.5
malicious code, glossary of terms,
CN14.Appendix 4
See also electronic material
guidelines
viva voce evidence, 261
chambers application, CN6.2
commission evidence, 275
divorce, 566, 568(4)(f), 568(7)(a)
infant over 14 years, 583(4)
expert, 218.11(2)(b), 218.13
family law chambers applications,
FN3.B.5
interpleader, 446(1)(a)
originating notice and, 407
reporter, powers of, 728
restraining order application, FN4.2
special application, CN4.7
summary trial, 158.5(1)(g)
taxation, 628(a)
void or voidable
garnishee renewal, 479(4)
non-compliance with Rules, 558
See also slip rules
wages, garnishment of, 476
want of prosecution
See delay in prosecution
warrant
for witness, 294
quash, application to, 739(2)
Westlaw case databases, CN.2/01/02
wife, claims by or against, 34
willful default, 415
winding up
advertisements
generally, 759, 793
call
notice of, 783
order for, 786
for debts and claims, 772
liquidator, 763
of order, 758
provisional liquidator, 761
calls
adjournment, 787
application, 782
bank receipt, 788
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non-payment, 789
notice, 783
order, contents, 784–785
order, service, 786
contributories, list of, 779
certificate, 781
notice of appointment to settle list,
780
costs, 777
fees, 809
taxation, 810
Court procedure
class, appointment of
representative, 799
delegation of Court's powers, 808
documents, custody when not
filed, 796
documents, filing or deposit, 795
documents, inspection of, 797
parties, appearance and
attendance, 799, 801
register, 794
forms to use, 807
liquidator, 763
accounts, filing and passing, 771
advertising appointment
application, 763
duties, 770
notice, contents of, 764
order for appointment, 767
provisional, 768
qualifications, 765
replacement of, 769
security required, 765, 768
solicitor to conduct proceedings,
806
order, 762
advertisement and service, 758
carriage of proceedings, 759
entry of order, 759
evidence required, 760
provisional liquidator, application
for, 761
petition
copies to creditors and
contributories, 757
filing, 755
service, 756
title, 754
power of judge unaffected, 811
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procedure in Court
in chambers and on notice, 790
memorandum of clerk, 792
sanction of Court to arrangement,
791
proof of debts and claims, 773
advertisement, 772
claims found in accounts, 775
costs of proof, 777
investigation and report, 774
power of Court, 776
service of notice of hearing, 776
rules of practice, application of, 812
service of documents, 802
sureties, 768, 803
termination of
deposit of file, 805
dissolution, certificate of, 804
release of liquidator, 803
Winding-Up Act, 754–812
without-prejudice offers
See compromise using Court process
witness
adjournment of examination, 284
admissibility of answer, 284(2)
adverse inference, 296.1
affidavit, use in trial, 261(2)(b)
book or record, use of, 278
civil contempt, 703(c)
conduct money, 292–295
cross-examination, 255
disallowance of questions, 255
electronic trial, statements,
CN14.Appendix 4
examination for use in Court, 266
examination out of Court, 261(2)(c)
examination outside Court, 266
exclusion of, 247
failure to attend, 294
identity protection, CN12
improper communication with, 247
non-party, 266
notice to attend, 293
oath or affirmation, 274, 287
objections, 284
oral evidence (See oral evidence)
party, calling other, 292
perpetuating testimony, 297

pre-judgment conference judge not
competent or compellable,
CN3.8(b)
prisoner as, 296
proof by examination of, 261
refusing to answer, 272
refusing to attend examination, 272
to replevin bond, 435(a)
vexatious or irrelevant questions,
255
view by, 252
warrant, 294
when not called, 296.1
See also commission evidence;
electronic material guidelines;
evidence; experts; publication
ban; trial
Workers' Compensation Board and
garnishment, 472(2)
writs
definitions, 5(1)(v), 340(d), 442(d)
generally
assignment of, 350
change of, 351
costs, 348
debtors name on writ, 351
new, 351
orders, not writs, for Crown, 738
separate, where judgment for
recovery of both land and
money, 352
service by telecopier, 353(5)
time of issuing, 357
of assistance, 362
of delivery, 364
of enforcement
definitions, 352
amendment where costs taxed,
658
fraudulent preferences or
conveyances, 359
identification of debtor, 360
issuing, 357–358
replying creditor, 360
requesting creditor, 360
taxation, 658
of possession, 361
effect, 362
goods on premises, removal of,
363
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of prohibition, 441
of sequestration, 365–366
See also enforcement of judgments
and orders
written opinion
abridging or enlarging time not
available, 230.1(4)
admissions, 230.1(1)
notice to admit, 230.1(1)
improper, 230.1(3)(c)
objections, 230.1(3)(c)
signature on admissions, 231
specific denial required, 230.1(3)(a)
time to reply, 230.1(3)
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Index of Schedules
This index includes
*Schedule A, Forms in Civil Actions
*Schedule B, Forms under the Divorce Act
*Schedule E, Tariff of Fees for Court Officials
All other forms are referenced either in the Rules of Court Main Index or in
the Surrogate Rules Index
Appeal book
clerk's certificate, A.N
preparer's certificate, A.S
title page, A.R
Commission to examine witnesses, A.E
affidavit of execution of commission, A.E.2
oath of office, A.E.1
reporter's oath, A.E.4
witness's oath, A.E.3
Costs
barristers and solicitors fees, C
conduct money for witnesses and jurors, E.3
court officials' fees
clerks, E.9
receivers, E.9
registrars, E.2
reporters, E.8
sheriffs, E.9
Divorce
affidavit of applicant, B.15
certificate of divorce, B.14
request for, B.13
confirmation hearing, notice of, B.11
corollary relief
notice of motion for, B.9
order, B.18
demand of notice, B.6
counterclaim for divorce and, B.7
counterclaim for divorce and division of matrimonial property and, B.8
originating notice, B.10
statement of claim, B.1
division of matrimonial property and, B.2
statement of defence, B.3
counterclaim for divorce and, B.4
counterclaim for divorce and division of matrimonial property, B.5
variation order, B.19
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without oral evidence
divorce judgment, B.16
divorce judgment and corollary relief order, B.17
request for, B.12
Enforcement of judgments and orders
financial statement of corporate debtor, A.I.1
financial statement of individual debtor, A.I
garnishee summons
renewal statement, A.M
Workers' Compensation Board certificate, A.K
replevin bond, A.J
writ of enforcement financing statement, A.F, A.F.1
Estate, administration of
notice of judgment or order, A.H
Notice of judgment or order
regarding trust, estate or sale of property, A.H
Originating notice, A.G
Parties
notice to carry on procedures (adding a party), A.B
notice to third party, A.C
Sale of property
notice of judgment or order, A.H
Service by registered mail
affidavit of, A.A
Trusts, execution of
notice of judgment or order, A.H
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